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FORWARD 

This report replaces the Annual Report 

published in previous years by the Department 

of Defense Environmental Pollution Control 

Committee. The report provides information 

on the activities and accomplishments of the 

Military Departments in the Environmental 

Quality Program. It discusses the status of 

the Department of Defense pollution abatement 

programs, the items of continuing interest, 

and subjects that will require increased atten- 

tion in the future. 
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Department of Defense 

A.  EnvlroDineutal Quality Organization 

1. All DoD environmental quality policy and coordination ac- 
tivities have been consolidated under the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Health & Environment). A Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Environmental Quality was appointed in October 1971 arö 
a staff was established (see Figure l) to provide coordination with 
the Council on Bovlronatental Quality, the Environmental Protection 
Agency and other governmental agencies. Ibe responsibilities of this 
office Include: 

a. Assuring effective coordination with other elements of 
the Office of the Secretary of Defense and with non-military 
agencies Involved in environmental quality matters; 

b. Identifying and evaluating on a continuing basis 
activities and conditions affecting environmental quality; 

c. Insuring that enviromnental quality problems 
associ&ted with the use and production of new materials are 
recognized and provisions are made for their abatement and control; 

d. Dnpleinenting pertinent Executive Branch guidance 
concerning envirormental quality programs; 

e. Providing advice on the probable environmental con- 
sequences of major activities of DoD components affecting the 
quality of the environment; and 

f. Management Control of the DoD Environmental Pollution 
Control Committee. 

2. A DoD Environmental Pollution Control Committee consisting 
of representatives from OSD and the Military Departments provides a 
means for rapid coordination of requirements levied on the DoD by 
noruailitary agencies and for developing and reviewing pollution 
abatement programs. An essential element of success in the DoD 
Environmental Pollution Control Committee is that the members are 
action officers of the agencies they represent. The Chairman and 
Executive Secretary of the Committee are Directors on the staff of 
the Deputy for Environmental Quality. 

3« Concurrent with the reorganization of responsibilitie.-v aiid 
functions within the Office of the Secretary of Defense, each of the 
Armed Services and Defense Components, including the Organization of 
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the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has established an Identifiable organiza- 
tion vlthln Its structure to deal specifically with envlronaental 
quality natters. These organisations are being staffed with officers 
and civil service employees long experienced In the field? of 
envlronnental quality - envlroniuentai engineers, blonedlcal 
specialists, entomologists, agronomists and others. 

B. Envlronmantal Quality Bailey 

It is the policy of tne Department of Defense that: 

1. Ibllution of the environment by the liuilallatlons, facilities, 
equipment, vehicles, and other property owned and/or operated by the 
DoD shall be controlled. 

2. All Department of Defense components will demonstrate 
leadership in pollution abatement and will cooperate in the devel- 
opment of pollution abatement programs with local comnunities. 
Defense components will take positive action to accelerate the pace 
of corrective measures to conform to environmental quality 
standards. 

3> Where resources to accomplish pollution o itrol are limited, 
priority of effort will be afforded in accordance vith the following 
order: (l) those situations which constitute a direct hazard to the 
health of man; (2) those having economic Implications; and (3) 
those which affect the recreational and esthetic value of our 
natural resources. 

k.    Maximum effort will be made to incorporate environmental 
pollution preventive measures in the basic design for weapon systems, 
military materiel, tests and exercises, and projects for rehabilita- 
tion or modification of existing structures and new construction. 

5- Department of Defense components will cooperate fully with 
the Environmental Protection Agency and other Federal agencies, and 
will comply with such published standards and criteria relating to 
pollution abatement for Federal agencies as are promulgated by those 
agencies or by State and local agencies. 

6. Environmental pollution surveillance resources of each DoD 
component will be utilized to the extent that circumstances permit 
in interservice support of other DoD components. 

7« The use of municipal or regional waste collection or dis- 
posal systems shall be the preferred method of disposal of liquid and 
solid wastes from DoD activities. 



8. ^Dilution abatement at ovprseas installations will, to the 
extent practicable, conform to the foregoing policies particularly 
with respect to cooperation wJli» conmmity programs. 

C.  Program to Protect and Enhance the Ebvironment 

1. Executive Order 11507, dated If February 1970, vhich super- 
seded Executive Order 11262 of 26 May 1966 and Executive Order 11268 
of 2 July 1966, established the President's policy with respect to 
the protection and anhaacement of the quality of the nation's air and 
water resources, aie Executive Order requires that air and water 
pollution clean-up to meet existing standards be complete or underway 
by 31 December 19?2 except for those situations where extensions are 
granted by the Gifice of Management and Budget ((»(B). Extensions 
are considered where additional engineering study is required to 
determine the bes* corrective measure, the standards have not been 
established or established too recently to permit programming of 
funds, cr to permit participation in a regional system. 

2. In accordance with the Bureau of the Budget (now Office of 
Management and Budget) Circulars A-78 and A-8l, both revised Iß May 
1970, the Department submits an Annual Plan, with quarterly updates, 
to the 0MB detailing its deficiencies and its plan of correction. 
Requests for funds to correct the deficiencies are then included in 
the Annual Budget. Congressional support for the DoD Environmer.tal 
Program has been excellent. A summary of the funding plan follows. 

($ millions) 
FY 68-71 FY 72 FY 73 (Budget) 

MCP 191.9 112.1 172.2 
O&M 22.3 15.9 20.k 
PROC 23.2 lß.8 k6.1 

239'k lk6.Q 238.7 

3. Fi" 1972 Air and Water Pollution Abatement Construction 
Program Funded by Congress. 

See Appendix B 

4. FY 1973 Air and Water Pollution Abatement Construction 
Program Submitted for Congressional Approval 

See Appendix C 

5« Future Programs 

Although funds for the military construction program to abate 
air and water pollution on military installations have been Increased 
for Fiscal Years 1972 and 1973 to meet the 31 December 1972 deadline 

J 



of E. 0. 11507; the DoD will face even greater requirements in 
FY 197^-77. Costs will stem from a requirement for continued 
Investment in water pollution abatement projects which have heen 
delayed pending integration with municipal/regional systems, air 
pollution abatement projects to meet more restrictive air quality 
standards and compliance with requirements of the Water Quality 
Improvemeut Act of 1970 pertaining to discharge of wastes from 
ships. 

D.  Environmental Impact in DoD Actions 

1. The DoD has historically considered the environmental 
effects of its actions on the health and safety of its people. Übe 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (P.L. 91-190) and related 
laws and directives have expanded this base to include any major 
actions, i.e., weapons systems, construction activities, training 
exercises and policy directives, which could have significant 
environmental consequences. The environmental Impact of such ac- 
tions must now be assessed in accordance with P. L. 91-190 as a 
part of the decision-making process, and in appropriate cases 
environmental statements must be prepared. By virtue of the magni- 
tude of its budgetary and other resource requirements and the 
scope of its actions, the DoD has been the focal point of scrutiny 
with respect to environmental issues. 

2. The DoD is complying with P. L. 91-190 and related directives 
in a manner consistent with national security interests. Actions 
include: 

a. Altering the staff structure in DoD and the Military 
Departments to provide focal points for environmental matters. 

b. Issuing and complying with guidelines consistent with 
those published by the Council on Environmental Quality for imple- 
menting P.L. 91-190. 

c. Educating personnel at all levels regarding the need 
for considering environmental factors in all decisions. 

3. The Council on Environmental Quality published new guidelines 
for implementation of P.L. 91-190 in the Federal Register on 23 April 
1971. The DoD issued DoD Directive 605O.I "Environmental Considera- 
tions in DoD Actions" on 9 August 1971»  (Appendix A) DoD is con- 
tinuing to critically examine all of its programs to insure that 
proposed actions are consistent with national environmental policies 
and DoD is assessing these actions to identify potential environmental 
impacts. Where such impacts are evident, DoD is preparing environ- 
mental statements for review by other Federal, State and local agencies 
and the public. 



E. Oil ana ISataidam Mkterla]« IbUutlon Cbntingsncgr Plan 

Don DlzceUve 5030.41 "bpleaentation of tbe Katlonel Moltl- 
Hgeaey Oil and Basajpious Ifcterlals IbUution Oantingenpy Plan^ has 
teem redrafted to reflect chafes in the Mational Plan,    fhe DoD is 
represented on tbe Batlooal RespoDsa teaa as veil as tfae ten (10) 
regional response tetaas.   Closely associated with this prograa is the 
IbD policy on Oetellast facilities vhich requires all.Defense cam~ 
ponents to have adeqoate detellast capability by the end of CY 1976. 
OMqnrehensive oil ard oily uaste studies are underway to identify 
shipboard had shore needs to aeet the President's "no intentional 
oil discharges" goal,   lavy shipe are in Ire process of beiug back- 
fitted with controls and piping r&risions to reduce accidental 
oil spills. 

F. Hoise IbUutlon Abateaent 

DoD has continued to stress the reduction of noise from aircraft 
while in flight and also during ground runup. Sound suppressors for 
power check pads and Jet engine test stands have been installed at a. 
nuaber of CQBBS and overseas bases and the schedule for next year 
will be accelerated. 1%e DoD approach to reducticn of aircraft noise 
in flight involves redesign of the engine itself vair inlets, 
ducting) and Modifications in operational procedures. Oomplaints from 
sonic booms attributable to military aircraft operations have shown a 
decrease over previous years due primarily to changes in flight 
corridors but we are continuing to zuidy  the effects of such boosu 
and methods of ameliorating the situation. 

d      Deep Water Dumping 

All deep water dumping of obsolete', unserviceable munitions has 
been suspended pending a study of all alternative methods of disposal. 
An intensive R/D program is a130 underway seeking altemativp methodö 
of disposal which will have minimal impact on the environment. It has 
been DoD policy not  to dispose of biological warfare agents or 
Munitions at sea. 

K.  Herbicides and Bssticldes 

DoD has stopped the production of biological or toxin material 
and the development or acquisition of biological or toxin weapons or 
weapon systems which might lead to an offensive capability. Existing 
stocks of these materials are being destroyed in accordance with a 
comprehensive plan and with due consideration for protection of the 
environment. Existing production and research facilities are being 
transformed into centers for support of human health, welfare and 
environmental programs. With one goal of reducing the environmental 
effects of the vegetation control program i.r South Vietnam, a ban on 
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tbe use of herbicide OR^RE tor rnllltajj ooeratioos has been loosed. 
Mditl<Mialljr, DDD has eoatn/ited *iih tbe iatlonal Acadogr of Science 
pursuant to P.L. 91-%%1, tr- perfozm a co^nrehenslTe scientific 
stutf to evaluate the pbgrsiologlcal and ecological consequences of 
tbls prograa. 9tls report will be node available to tbe Ooogress and 
Hus public vfaen ooapleted. 

A DoD pollqr on tbe use and disposition of pesticides and 
berblcldes has bees proaulgated. Ibis policy places restrlctUKis on 
tbe use of naid persistent pesticides and provides special handling 
guidance for tbe sale, transfer or donation of pesticides/herbicides 
excess to DoD requirements. 

I.  International Etarlronaestal Quality Progrea 

übe first Qolted Rational Conference on tbe Huaan BavlronBent 
will be held In Stoddtola In June 1972. 15iis aeetlng will focus 
world attention on envlroaaental probleas of the developing and the 
developed nations. Any new International controls or egreeaents 
eu-s bound to lapset on tbe world-wide activities of the Oepartaeat 
of Defence, and tbe DoD Is represented on the Liter-Agency Gonnittee 
on mtematlonal Bavlronaental Affairs. In üune 1971 a Defense 
Advisory Groqp on Matters of the Ehvlronment (DAGME) was established 
to assure thorough coordination of the views of all Defense elements 
on positions taken by our govemnent In preparatory work for the 
Conference. 

The Stcckholm Conference agenda will include consideration of a 
Declaration of Principles together with action-oriented recommendations 
to be taken at national and international levels. The  Conference nay 
also have before it one or more proposed environmentally-oriented 
International conventions. Proposals provide for global monitoring 
of atmosphere and oceans, international information referral system, 
development of criteria for selected pollutant release limits, 
studies on critical sources of pollution and technical assistance to 
developing countries in connection with their environmental manage- 
ment programs, their national resources, etc. 

Mindful of U.S. national security interests. Defense representa- 
tives have attended international preparatory meetings to assure that, 
international proposals do not unduly conflict with the national 
security interest and, further, that matters touching upon controls 
or Jurisdictional limits in the oceans are properly reserved for 
discussion and decision in the forthcoming Law of the Sea Conference 
or some other appropriate forum.  But beyond these roles the DoD 
environmental quality representatives have assisted constructively 
in the preparation and revision of many of the action recommendations 
for the Stockholm Conference, drawing upon the environmental expertise 
which exists within the DoD. 
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II 

Defense Supply Agency 

A. StarirooBental Protection Qraanisation 

The Agencj-vide EavirooKmtal (^lallty Progna is adnlnistered by the 
Ebvironnentsl Protection Office vithin the Office of the Director, 
InstaUstions «nd Services, Field Support Division. 

B. Air Pollution 

1. Prograa FOodiog 

($ niUions) 

F3f 68-71 FY 72 FY 73 

.2 0 .0 

0 .03 0 

MCP 

om _ 

.2 .0.^ .0 

a. Emission Testing - Under the terms of an agreement between the 
Defense Supply Agency and the Department of the Army, emission testing 
is performed for DSA by the U. S. Amy Environmental Hygiene Agency 
(USAEHA). Testing and evaluation by USAEHA ensures that DSA facilities 
are in full compliance with local and Federal air pollution standards. 

b. Petroleum Fuels - DSA is continuing to exert leadership in the 
area of contracting for low sulfur heating fuels in cooperation with 
the national effort to reduce air pollution levels at DoD installations. 
In particular, all fuel oil and coal contracts for CONUS contain pro- 
visions which require contractors to supply fuels which meet either 
local, state, federal or DoD (self-imposed) restrictions whichever are 
most stringent. This DoD-wide program is progressing smoothly and DSA 
has achieved a high degree of success in obtaining fuels of the re- 
quired low sulfur content. Several troublesome spots developed during 
CY 1970 because of the general fuel shortages which became particularly 
severe on the East Coast. In a number of cases it became necessary to 
waive sulfur requirements in both coal and residual fuel oil in order 
to meet supply requirements. 

2. Automotive Ve'.icles 



a. All new coonercial aotor vehicles, passenger carrying and 
cargo trucks purchased for official DSA use cooply with the 
Environmental Protection Agency's requirenents for exhaust emission 
control systems. DSA vehicles delivered in California comply with 
the state's requirements for exbaust emission control systems. 
While this Agency is not directly involved with the development of 
emission control systems, DSA keeps abreast of the latest devel- 
oments in this area. 

b. DSA has acquired vehicle exhaust emission testers for our 
maintenance shops. These testers are used to monitor the amounts of 
carbon monoxides and hydrocarbons emitted by internal combustion 
engines which power vehicles. Materials Handling Equipment (MHE), and 
other equipment. Exhaust emission testing has paid big dividends. 
Testing, which requires 3 or U minutes, determines if an engine needs 
a major "tune up," minor adjustment, or is operating at peak efficiency. 
Engine adjustments indicated by the emission tester have reduced 
hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions by as much as 6o£ in specific 
instances. 

3. Materials Handling Equipment 

All DSA MHE is tested and adjusted with emission testing equipment to 
minimize emission of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide into the atmos- 
phere. DSA uses two types of MHE, electric anl gas operated. The 
latter type of MHE is run on 91 octane, no lea«! gasoline wherever 
possible. The use of emiesion testers and no/low lead gasoline 
significantly reduces the amount of air pollution that would be 
caused by operation of this type of equipment. 

*+. Other 

Unleaded Gasoline - In January 1971, DSA ran an operational test of 
unleaded gasoline at the Defense Construction Supply Center in 
Columbus, Ohio. This test verified that 91 octane no lead gasoline 
could be used in all PSA operating equipment (except fire trucks 
and ambulances) without sacrificing engine performance. The Defense 
Fuel Supply Center (DFSC^ located at Cameron Station, Alexandria, 
Virginia, is soliciting for low/no lead gasoline for all Federal 
agencies in the United States. It is estimated that most Federal 
agencies will be using low/no lead gasoline by early fall. 

C.  Water Pollution 

1. Program Funding 
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($ nillions) 

FY 68-71 n 72 Ti  73 

MCP          .8 1.3 0 

OaM          0 0 0 

.8 1.3 0 

2. Purchase of Detergents 

DSA purchases detergents to comply with specifications prepared t/ 
the General Services Administration (GSA). 

D. Land Pollution 

1. Herbicides 

DSA as a service/supply tgency has the responsibility for procuring, 
storing and supplying herbicides for the Military Departments, 
Defense Agencies and other Governmental entities. Under normal 
circumstances, only those herbicides which are identified in the 
Federal Supply Classification are procured. 

2. Pesticides 

a. DSA has the same function with regard to pesticides as 
herbicides, DSA is currently storing a large quantity of pesticides 
such as DDT awaiting disposal instructions from higher authority. A 
decision has not been reached as to the disposal method for these 
stored pesticides. 

b. DSA is represented on the Armed Forces Pest Control Board 
and is keeping abreast of the latest developments in the area of 
pest control. 

E. Noise Pollution 

DSA has completed noise surveys at several field installations to 
assess and lower noise levels, etc. We plan to extend surveys to all 
field activities completing these surveys by the end of F? 1972. 

F. Solid Waste 

1. Garbage - Refuse. DSA disposes of the refuse and garbage in a 
variety of ways. Incineration is currently the method used by 
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severftl DSA xield activities and plans are being eeveloped for 
I installation of pollution controlled incinerators, or iaproveaent of 
[ existing facilities, at certain locations. Disposal in sanitary 

landfills, often in conjunction with coonercial contract, is the 
disposal method used at several DSA activities. In all cases, 
disposal procedures comply with local, state end Federal pollution 
requirements. 

2. Defense Depot, Tracy, California, has developed a program for 
recycling used lumber. A commercial contractor reduces the scrap 
lumber to chips and sawdust which he then sells. This recycling 
program has proved most successful from a financial, as well as a 
oollution prevention standpoint, and is being considered for 
utilization at other DSA activities. 

3. DSA has a vigorous wood reclamation program at Centers and Depots. 
This program segregates reuseable lumber, thus, eliminating the 
necessity of disposing of the reuseable lumber and reducing the 
requirements for lumber procurement. 

k.    The Defense Supply Agency is required to dispose of numerous 
types of dangerous and hazardous materials, occasionally in large 
quantities. Various arrangements have been made for disposal of 
these items. Items are neutralized locally or, in some cases, 
shipped to local private specially constructed incinerators and 
burned. Disposal in all cases Is within local, state, and 
Federal guidelines for pollution control. 

G.  Toxic and Hazardous Materials 

1. DSA has the responsibility for the storage, handling, trans- 
portation and often the disposal of many toxic and/or hazardous 
materials. These items are stored carefully often in separate 
warehouses, and are disposed of where necessary with extreme 
caution. 

2. DSA has nade local arrangements at several locations to dispose 
of dangerous or hazardous materials in private incinerators con- 
structed for this purpose, in all instances, DSA stringently 
observes local, state, and Federal regulations. 

3. DSA occasionally disposes of dangerous and/or toxic materials by 
selling to selective qualified purchasers who have been certified as 
being capable of handling and processing these materials. 

H. Research and Development Activities 

The Defense Documentation Center (DDC) has the responsibility for, and 
is the central DoD repository for DoD funded technical research and 
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develppwot iato&mtim.   This infionation is «Hdlable to the 
mutmrr Depirteant« «DA Oofemarat agmeies ana their emtrmetota «w? 
gnatees. At the preaenfe tiae, SDC ia ftreparieg special coapUatioos 
of ahstraei« of xoports fenerated Iqr DcaD Research and Bevelopnent 
Prograu la the area of amriraawiital pollntion and protection. All 
reports «hieb do not reguire special protection for reasons of 
securityt or ethical or proprietary considerations, are «nnounced 
and aade andlable to the scientific coonnity inaediately. 

'I.  Procvreaeat Policies 

The Defense Supply i^ency is governed hy policies established by the 
Anad Services Procureaent Regulation Condttee. A suggested Araed 
Services Procureaent Regulation Change is currently under study 
vhich would reqnirs contractors to ccaply with all local, state and 
Federal reqaireaents and regulations, however, a final decision has 
not been reached. 
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III 

SepartDent of the Amy 

Military Activities 

A. Eaviroamental Protecti-m Organisation (See Figure 2) 

The Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics is responsible for: 

1. Ejeercising prlaary Army Staff responsibility for the 
coordination of enviromnental preservatiou and improvement activities 
within the Army. 

2. Establishing a central point of contact for the coordination 
of environmental control and abatement actions, and 

3. Conducting, on a continuing basis and in coordination with 
appropriate Staff agencies, a comprehensive review of Department of 
the Army statutory authority, administrative regulations, policies, 
and procedures - including those relating to loans, grants, contracts, 
leases, licenses, or permits to identify deficiencies or inconsisten- 
cies which prohibit or limit full compliance with the provisions of 
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and Executive 
Orders 1150? and U.5lh. 

The other Anay Staff agencies are responsible for designating points 
of contact (by name) for environmental protection and enhancement 
activities and to: 

1. Establish a planning capability for environmental pollution 
control tjid assure its consideration in the discharge of agency 
functional responsibilities, and 

2. Coordinate planning and actions which impact on environmental 
quality control with DCSLOG. 

Within the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, the 
office of the Director of Installations was charged with the DCSLOG 
responsibility and to establish an organization for that purpose. 
The Army established an Environmental Office within the Office of 
the Director of Installations in early 1971. Figure 2 is an organ- 
ization chart which indicates organizational responsibilities for 
environmental protection and enhancement activities within the 
Department of the Army. 
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B. Air Pollution 

1. Facilities. 

a. The Army has had a program underway for the elimination of 
air pollutant emissions from facilities since Fiscal Year 1968. 4 
summary of the funding levels for this program is as follows: 

FT 68-71 
($ Millions) 

FT 72 Ff 73 

MCP Ik.k 5.7 31.^ 

O&M 6.1 1.7 .2 

PROC 7 - • 5 

21,2 7.k 32.1 

b. Emission Testing. The medical and engineering agencies 
of the Department of the Army have special expertise in environmental 
assessments to determine those projects or operations for which 
controls ere required, to design controls and to assure efficiency 
of controls applied. The medical department and its Environmental 
Hygiene Agency has the capability of entering any Army installation 
and preparing studies, based on measurements, of the environment, in- 
cluding air and water emission baselines, to determine the necessity of 
revising controls to protect the environment and the preparation of 
criberia upon which to base the design of the controls. The Chief of 
Engineers maintains the capability of designing and installing the 
necessary facilities to provide the required protection. Additionally, 
the Chief of Engineers is emphasizing the need for more and better 
monitoring equipment at each installation to assure compliance with 
all air and water standards. 

c. Petroleum Fuels. To minimize the emission of sulfur dioxide 
from boiler plant stacks, petroleum fuels for boilers are now required 
to contain a lower sulfur content than previously permitted by Army 
specifications. The Army is using low sulfur oils wherever necessary. 

d. Industrial Type Plants. The Army, in its program^ to modernize 
its production facilities, is ''closing" its production processes to 
constrain the emission of gases from its lines and to reduce its 
operating costs. Some of the processes now used permit gases to escape 

1/ The guidance for the Production Base Support Modernization Program 
levels, FT 72-76, established first priority to modernize facilities 
which are major pollution sources. 
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during production. This increases the cost of production and causes 
undesirable pollution of the air. When the lines are modernized, the 
gases in many cases will be recycled to the production process with 
reduction in cost and Elimination of pollution. Similar constraints 
In the modernized production lines will reduce or eliminate water 
pollution. In addition, through its manufacturing techniques and tech- 
nology program, the Army is seeking improvements to further reduce 
losses to its processes. In those cases where the improved production 
lines do not remove all of the pollution, the Army is constructing 
special pollution abatement facilities. 

2. Automotive Type Vehicles 

a. All new commercial types including passenger and cargo 
vehicles purchased for the Army, comply with applicable emission 
standards. 

t. In October 1970 the Army published a requirement that 
required pollution control characteristics be included ii» the qualita- 
tive material Development Objective, the QM Requirements and the Small 
Development Requirement. The impact of the Amy's decision should be 
reflected in tactical wheeled vehicles coming off the production line 
in early 1972. In addition, the Army has under development a hybrid 
internal combustion engine that is expected to meet the emission 
standards for the late 1970*3. 

3. Ships. 

Many of the Army's vessels are towed; many are small gasoline/ 
diesel craft and some are driven by outboard propulsion units. How- 
ever, the Army is developing a prograr which is expected to assure 
that the Army's water craft comply with all air pollution control 
standards. 

h.    Aircraft. 

The Army is looking at the Air Force as the lead agency for 
aircraft and to determine the appropriate course of action to be 
followed. In the meantime, Army research and development programs to 
eliminate or reduce the signature from aircraft are assisting in the 
elimination of some pollution. An example of this type of program 
is the Army's on-going program to reduce helicopter noise. In the 
meantime, the Army is examining emission from Army peculiar type 
aircraft to determine the course of action required, if any, to re- 
duce emissions. The Army has a program to provide sound and other 
emission reducing test cells wherever required. 
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5. Construction Equipment. 

There has been no coordinated industry work on this problem. 
Some large companies are doing research work. The Construction 
Equipment Manufacturers Association and the Society of Automotive 
Engineers, Construction Equipment Division have begun work with 
certain segments of the industry. This is in the initial stage. 
General Provision 12 of Standard Form 23A, General Provisions, 
Construction Contracts, makes the contractor responsible for compli- 
ance with all Federal, State and local laws in connection with the 
prosecution of the work. This would be applicable to air pollution 
by contractors' construction equipment. In addition, a Special 
Provision as follows is included in applicable contracts: "SP-U8. 
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL: The Contractor shall conduct his operations, 
including the disposal by burning of debris, tree?, logs, stumps, and 
other combustible material, in accordance with the purposes of Clean 
Air Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 1857), as implemented by E. 0. 11507, 
5 February 1970. Disposal by burning shall be in accordance with the 
air pollution standards prescribed by the State, Community, or instal- 
lation where the burning is performed." AR 11-21 requires Army 
agencies to use maximum effort to incorporate environmental pollution 
prev^ntative measures into the basic design of military materiel. 
Tills would Include tactical construction equipment to be used In the 
Unlced States. 

6. Materials Handling Equipment. 

Much of the Army's materials handling equipment Is of the low 
emission type. This is caused by the normal safety standards which 
dictate the requirement to avoid explosions or reduce the health 
hazards to Army personnel working in buildings or other enclosed 
structures where materials handling equipment is used. Much of this 
type equipment operates on liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) or with 
electric power. In the case of the gasoline driven equipment, it is 
expected that the Army will follow applicable standards as they are 
determined and the lead of the commercial manufacturers of this type 
of equipment. 

7. Specifications for paints, varnishes and other volatile 
substances. 

The Army's Surgeon General identifies and sets tolerance 
limits on toxic, hazardous or dangerous materials used in the Army's 
operations. These Include toxicity, flash point and flammabllity 
considerations. Currently, in the use of these volatile substances, 
the Array's air pollution control program considers pollution emission 
from paint shops and laundries (dry cleaning) and is eliminating this 
pollution wherever required. In the case of paints used on the Array's 
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flxpd facilities, the Army follows the lead of the General Services 
Administration who has overall responsibility in this area. In the 
case of military specification type paint, the Army Materiel Command 
is the responsible Army agency. Army Materiel Command has an on- 
going program to eliminate or reduce air pollution caused by this 
type of paint. 

8. Unleaded Gasoline. 

The Army is revising the Federal specification for automo- 
tive gasoline which will limit th-j lead content in gasoline used by 
DoD. The Army has distributed low lead/no lead gasoline to alx Anqy 
installations and Is using it in all automotive equipment where it 
has been determined that fuel will not damage the equipment. How- 
ever, for most of the Army's tactical fleet, it is necessary to 
operate a test program to assure that the fuel is compatible with the 
equipment. The Anqy has an on-going program to determine the appli- 
cability of this fuel to its tactical fleet and will use the fuel 
wherever possible. Additionally, all retail outlets on the Army's 
installations have available for resale low lead/no lead fuel. The 
necessary modification which had to be accomplished for the instal- 
lations to accept this type of fuel cost the Army and Air Force 
Exchange Service about $1.6 million. 

Water Pollution 

1. Installations. 

a. Military Type Installations/Activities. 

(l) The Army has been active in abating water pollution 
for many years. Even prior to and during World War II the Army 
constructed numerous sewage treatment facilities. Although these 
facilities were constructed primarily to protect the health of the 
Army's military personnel, they also provided direct benefit for the 
general public. As a direct result of Executive Order 11258 
(November 1965) the Army initiated an overall plan for a Five-Year 
program to improve its waste treatment facilities and, in a few cases, 
provided treatment facilities where none existed. The first major 
funding of corrective construction projects was received in Fiscal Year 
1968 and together with funds received in Fiscal Year 1969, 1970 and 1971, 
now totals approximately $83 million. With adequate funding support, it 
is expected that actions necessary to correct discharges will be com- 
pleted or underway (as required by EO 1150?) by 31 December 1972. How- 
ever, it is anticipated that upgrading of State and Federal standards 
in the future will cause many new projects to become evident even 
though the concerned •'"Stallatii. IP may be in compliance with current 
standards. 

■HHBHS 
marnm 
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(2) Funding Levels 

($ millions) 

n 68-71 . FY 72 

MCP ^9.0 33.6 

O&M .3 .2 

PROC 6.5 1.1 

FT 73 

36.5 

55.8 34.9       36.5 

b. Production Type Facilities. 

The Army's modernization program to improve the 
manufacturing process and reduce the cost of the end items also has 
caused lessening of pollution from those facilities. Where pollution 
exists after modernization or the modernization is planned too far in 
the future, the Army has taken steps within the military construction 
program to abate that pollution. It should be noted that the moderni- 
zation program has recycled many formerly wasted products with 
attendant lowered production costs and pollution abatement. 

2. Ships 

Inasmuch as the Navy is the lead service concerned with 
vessels, the Army will closely monitor the Navy's program and will 
install all necessary equi^nent as the state of the art permits. 

3. Oil 

Array Responsibilities. Within the Army, responsibilities 
for dealing with oil spill problems have been established as follows: 

The Chief of Engineers is responsible for the technical 
requirements in the design and construction of fixed installations, 
including deballast facilities, to assure against oil spills at 
those installations. The Chief of Engineers in also responsible for 
technical advice and assistance to the field and monitoring the Army's 
overall program to assist in abating damage from spills caused by 
others. The Army Materiel Command ia responsible for implementing 
requirements to assure proper design of Army vessels and small craft 
to the end that we will have no oil spills from those vessels. In 
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the operfttion of our vessels, the Misters have teen charged with the 
responsibllitar to assnre that the vessels do not puap bilges con* 
tainlns oil or other contaalnants into harbors, lakes, rivers, bays 
or within other prohi'^it«^ waters. 

h.   Purchase of Detergents. 

a. Any Laundries. 

The cleaning cocpocnds used in Amy laundries contain 
little phosphates when conpared to the cleaning compounds for home 
use. The Anqr la «wnitcriag coasercial laundries and Industrial 
advances and. as the state of the art pemits, will eliminate the 
small amocnts of phosphates currently coming from our laundries. 

b. For Resale Use. 

In the case of detergents purchased for resale on Army 
installations, the At^y and Air Force Exchange Services makes avail- 
able for resale those commodities which the military personnel and 
their dependents demand. The Army is not taking any action to pro- 
hibit the resale of high phosphate soaps on its installations but is 
encouraging its personnel and their dependents to desire to eliminate 
high phosphate detergents from their household use. 

D.  Land Management, Conservation, Herbicides and Pesticides 

1. General "rogram and Soil and Water Conservation. 

The Land Management Program in the Army began during World 
War TI. The principal function was to establish and maintain dust 
and erosion control in newly established military installations by 
revegetation of thousands of acres of land that had been graded for 
construction of airfields and new training facilities. Wood products 
were in short supply; consequently, a number of sawmills were estab- 
lished to produce lumber on installations with sufficient timber for 
this program. After World War II, the Land Management Program was 
continued and includes Land, Foiestry, Fish and Wildlife. The pro- 
gram .;eludes approximately 317>0OO acres of improved grounds, and 
12,9^0,OCX) acres of unimproved grounds. The various programs consist 
of multiple uce of the land in conjunction with the primary military 
mission. Maintenance of improved grounds includes turf grass manage- 
ment, maintenance of trees and shrubs, and erosion control. Agricul- 
tural leases are administered under AR k03-80 and the Army is 
revising internal regulations to provide that land use regulations 
incorporated in all agricultr.ral leases be designed to maintain and 
increase soil fertility and avoid soil erosion and other types of 
agricultural pollution. Compliance will be accomplished through the 
annual compliance inspections. AR U20—7**,  Natural Resourcps — Land, 
Forest and Wildlife Management, TM 5-630, Grounds Maintenance and 
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iHod Manageaent, and IM9--63I Woodland Management, prescribe 
policies in connection with conservation, fish and v Idlife, and 
natural beauty. 

2. Herbicides. 

The Anqr recognizes herbicides as valuable materials for 
economical control of unwanted vegetation and that mishandling of 
herbicides can result in damage to valuable vegetation, domestic 
animals, birds, fish, wildlife and man. Only standard issue 
herbicides are aormally used. Where substitutes are proposed for 
those listed in the Federal Supply Catalog, they must be approved in 
accordance with applicable Army regulations. These regulations out- 
line responsibilities and establish policies to provide maximum 
efficiency and safety in control operations. 

3. Pesticides. 

a. In June 1970 the Any advised all comnands of the DoD 
restrictions on the use of DDT. During the fall of 1970 the Amy 
initiated changes to AR U20-76 that are intended to limit all per- 
missable uses for DDT and the other chlorinated hydrocarbon insec- 
ticides. The AR will permit those persistent pesticides to be used 
wily for those essential purposes for which there are no reasonable 
substitutes. 

b. President's Committee on ^'sticides. A working group 
of the Environmental Quality Council (CF s includes a Program Review 
Panel. This Panel is studying the pest «. trol program of all Federal 
agencies in order to provide recommendations concerning pest control 
to the working group of she CEQ. The Army also provides representatives 
to several other panels of the working group. 

c. Armed Forces Pest Control Board. The Armed Forces Pest 
Control Board (AFPCB) was established by DoD Directive 515'+. 12 of 
12 August 1968 as the coordinating agency for the DoD in all phases 
of pest control. The Board provides technical consultction, guidance, 
and coordination among the military departments in pest control oper- 
ations, logistical management, and RDT&E programs. The Chief of 
Engineers and the Surgeon General provide Army representatives for 
this Board and from time to time find it appropriate to request that 
the DCSLOG, DA provide representatives at special meetings of the 
Board. 

Noise Pollution. 

The Army has had noise pollution abatement requirements in the 
design, construction and operation of its facilities and equipment 

mm 
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tor a significant number of years in the past. Howeverf much of this 
effort has been directed as a hearing conservation program to protect 
Any personnel. Additionally, in the construction of facilities to be 
located adjacent to civilian connanitiesy such as the Anqr's NIKE sites, 
the Resign of the facilities included consideration of noise pollution 
and its impact on the civilian conannities. The Army's Technical 
Bulletin TEMED 201, subject: Noise and Conservation of Hearing, 
25 January 1965, specifically addresses the problem as do various 
construction criteria documents published by the COE, DA. Following 
cooBients include information concerning some of the Army's R&D work 
in this area. 

1. Specific Research and Development Work. 

a. In FY 1970 the Army awarded a contract for "A Review of 
the Adverse Biomedical Effects of Sound in the Military Environment." 
This one-time contract primarily addresses noise-induced hearing loss 
and the many variables that may affect the onset, nature, and severity 
of such hearing loss. Consideration is being given to the adverse 
effects of noise on the efficiency of the soldier in performing his 
duties and the potentially adverse effects of excess sound on other 
than hearing loss. 

b. The Chief of Engineers is planning to do initial research 
work concerning environmental protection during construction ac- 
tivities. This work will seek to identify causes and effects of 
pollution (including noise) during and, as a result of, construction 
operations and to provide economical and reliable control criteria. 
Other R&D activity in the past permitted the Army to publish 
Technical Manual TU  5-805-Ü, Noise Control for Mechanical Equipment, 
during September 1970. 

c. The Surgeon General is developing or has underway research 
and development projects covering "Traumatic Origins of Hearing Lots," 
"Auditory Perception and Psychophysics," "Acoustical Environment of 
Army Aviation Personnel," "Vibration" and other matters. The desired 
end result is to abate noise pollution hazards involving Army 
personnel as well as the general civilian population. 

d. The Army Materiel Command is expending major effort in 
R&D of noise to improve health conditions, decrease signature of 
equipment (i.e., lessen detection time and distance) and to improve 
communications, fire accuracy and operator capability. All of this 
work has spin offs to lessen noise pollution. 
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e. In addition to its own efforts, the Amy is closely 
monitoring the work being done by the other military departments and 
other Federal agencies to assure that we incorporate up-to-date 
criteria in the design of oar equipment and facilities. 

F. Thermal Pollution 

The several large power plants operated by the Army were 
designed and are operated in compliance with current standards 
relating to thermal pollution of the water. 

G. Radiation Pollution. 

The Army has a significant amount of equipment or facilities 
that could possibly be considered as sources of radiation pollution. 
The primary possible source would be our radars. Other possible 
sources, all carefully controlled, are our laboratories, power 
plants, weapons systems, luminous gages, ovens and X-ray equipment. 
However, the Army maintains a rigid system to provide for the pro- 
tection of the health and welfare of Amy personnel as well as of the 
civilian population. The Surgeon General of the Amy is responsible 
to and does ensure that Army Regulations prohibit significant radia- 
tion hazards. In the case of our radars, safety distances are 
rigidly determined and adhered to. Additionally, locks and stops, 
standard operational procedures are all aimed at preventing the radars 
from causing hazards. Insofar as nuclear power sources are concerned, 
the Amy has several of these plants. Each plant was designed in 
accordance with the state of the art and the applicable AEC regula- 
tions. In the case of our nuclear weapons, the Army has a strong 
and continuing nuclear safety program both to protect the weapon 
system itself and to insure that no accidents occur. For all of these 
items and for our ovens, laboratories and other possible sources of 
radiation, we maintain a careful system of checks and balances which 
are based on the medical requirement to protect the health and wel- 
fare of our own personnel as well as that of the general population. 
AR 11-21, Environmental Pollution Abatement, provides basic Army 
policy on radiation pollution. Additionally, AR UO-583, radiation 
from microwave energy, provides procedures for control of potential 
hazards to health of personnel. Similar regulations provide pro- 
cedures relating to control of hazards from other type emitters. 

H.  Solid Waste 

1. AR 11-21, Environmental Pollution Atatement, and AR 1+20-1+7, 
Refuse Collection and Disposal, provide basic Army policies on solid 
waste disposal for real property facilities. 

mtmu^^m 
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2. Nonindustrlal Activities. 

a. Recovery and Sales Operations. 

(1) Organic Material - Waste Food, etc. In the cases 
where there is a market, the Amy segregates waste food and disposes 
of it by sale as edible garbage or for rendering into reusable 
material. In its nonsegregated condition, where there is no demand 
for the material, it is disposed of as trash. 

(2) Organic Material - Paper, Cardboard, etc. In those 
cases where markets are available, the Amy segregates this material 
and disposes of it by sale. 

(3) Inorganic - Metal. In many instances this material 
is also disposed of through sale. 

(k)    Inorganic - Glass. The economics involved in the 
reuse of this material have prevented its sale. 

b. Disposal as Trash. The Amy disposes of its waste 
trash, which is not suitable for sale or donation to authorized organ- 
izations, by the conventional, methods used throughout the services. 
First emphasis is placed upon local community trash collection systems. 
The Army also uses on base sanitary land fills or incinerators or the 
trash Is removed and disposed of by private contractors. However, in 
all instances, the Army bases the method used upon the economics of 
the local situation, the availability of satisfactory land for the 
sanitary land fill or of a municipal service or private contractor. 
However, regardless of the method chosen, the Amy is careful to 
assure that local, State and Federal standards for air and water 
pollution abatement are not violated. 

3. Industrial Activities. 

At the Army's manufacturing plants there is a significant 
amount of waste generated in the production processos itself or as 
a result of these processes. The question relating to these 
production facilities has customarily been how can we dispose of 
our wastes? This question is no longer satisfactory to the Army. 
Accordingly, prior to modernization of our production facilities, 
we must ask ourselves: How may the objectives for which our 
product is manufactured be best met? The answer to this question 
immediately suggests that manufacturing processes might be changed 
to produce less waste, that waste produced be recycled into the 
process wherever possible and that remaining waste be converted to 
a useful and salable product. We are currently doing all of these 
in the plant modernization programs and through these programs, we 
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hope to ainiadze mate froa our plants. The noorccyelable, ncssaUble 
trash will reaain a prdblea to us. However, beeauae of oa^going 
research and develofnent in the incineration of explosives 
wastes, we will shortly have available the technical capubility of 
burning waste explosives without polluting the air. The Axaf's 
plans include the construction of incinerators for this purpose 
during PY 1972 and FT 1973. 

k»   Recycling. 

The Amy recycles soae wastes in its production processes 
and is Investigating the problen on an Anywide basis. Currently, 
the Aray does not prohibit the procureaent of any itea Just because 
its container is glass, aluainua, steel or any other peroissibl* 
naterial. The Amqr, in soae cases, is returning its crates for 
reuse. We are also using palletization, large deaountable container 
vans for economic and environaental reasons. Becent studies have 
concluded that about 73 percent of the Arvy's tire replacenent 
requirements can be satisfied by using retread tires. The Army's 
policy now requires maximum use of retreads and we are saving 
significant sums through this recycling process. In addition to the 
above items, the Army is saving hundreds of thousands of dollars by 
repairing and reclaiming items that were formerly discarded. A few 
of these items are listed below: 

a. Recovering of brass content of spent ammunition, 

b. Rebuilding of turbine engine power shafts which were 
previously discarded when the bearing area became pitted, 

c. Reconditioning of metal containers for reuse, 

d. Welding and reclaiming of damaged engine crankcases, 

e. Reclamation of damaged 5-Ton truck frames by low-heat 
weld process, 

f. Reclamation of damaged gas turbine compressor blades, 

g. Reclamation of damaged gas turbine combustion liners, 

h. Reclamation of damaged tank race ring assemblies, and 

i. Reclamation of damaged worn internal combustion engine 
crankshafts. 
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Tode «ad Buardoo» Materials. 

AR 11-21 profjldes basic DA polier regßräiag poasible poUtttioa froa 
this type of aaterial. AB 385-1*», Stfety, Accident« Involvii« 
Caaaereial ffiiifaent et Skfdosive« «ad Saagsraas Material«; AR 385- 
10, Anqr Safety Prqgwa; {trovide general policy regarding saffcty in 
traosportaiioo as «ell a« storage and handling. AR 755-15 governs 
the safe disposal of radioactive «aates in accordance with Title 
10, dt. Fart 20. Other «iailar regnlationa cower other aspects of 
this subject. 

1. C Use Materials. 

This snbjeet treats aany aaterials that are used by local. 
State and Federal agencies as «ell as by the general poblic. Such 
aaterials as herbicides, pesticides, chlorine, ferric chloride and 
aloa as «ell as other aaterials for purifying «ater or sewage 
plant efflt^nts are in use throughout the United States and do not 
appear to be vortby of ■nch consideration in this section. However, 
it should be noted that the Atny, in its application of herbicides 
and pesticides and in its use of t/iher chenicals necessary for the 
operation of its facilities or equipaent, is caref&l to assure that 
local/ State and Federal standards for the use of the aaterial are 
carefully followed. Also, the Aray agesdes are required by regula- 
tion to assure that air and water pollution standards are net. 

2. IfoocoBBon Materials. 

a. The Any carefully controls the handling, transportation, 
and use of radioactive material in strict accordance with applicable 
standards, including the standards of the Atomic Energy CoiKjission. 
Material to be disposed of is also governed by t*.iose standards and 
the Army spares no expense to assure that we do not cause pollution 
by cur use or disposal of this material. 

b. As previously noted, our industrial modernization 
programs are Intended to constrain pollutants within the production 
system to minimize the cost of the production. Where this is not 
feasible, the Army, through its construction programs, has con- 
structed special air and water pollution abatement facilities to 
preclude such pollution. Our current construction program is 
intended to assure that action is completed or underway by December 
1972 to abate pollution at all of our industrial facilities. 

Research and Development Activities and Requirements. 

AR 11-21 provides basic DA poljcy regarding pollution from this type 
cf activity. Public Law 91-12.1, Section k09,  governs lethal chemical 
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agent open-air testing. Under this law all tests are coordinated 
to insure safe testing presenting no hazard to persons or 
envi? ouBcut. 

1. Development of Nev Equipment, Hardware, Weapons Systems, etc. 

a. Executive Order 11307 states in part that "... it is the 
intent of this order that the Federal Government, in the design, 
operation and maintenance of its facilities, shall provide leader- 
ship in the national effort to protect and enhance the quality of our 
air and water resources." The Army Regulation AR 11-21, Environ- 
mental Pollution Abatement, requires all Amy agencies to demonstrate 
this leadership. The same regulation also requires "... maximum 
effort will he made to incorporate environmental pollution preven- 
tive measures into basic design for weapons systems and into materiel, 
tests and exercises." Beyond the lasic regulation, the Army took 
action in October 1970 to direct that all Array agencies exert maxi- 
mum effort to include environmental pollution controls into proposed 
materiel objectives/requirements documents and into proposed revisions 
to approved documentation. 

b. Research Programs for Pollution Control. DA is com- 
mitted to making known to all activities under its control, both 
in-house and extra-mural, the need to reduce environmental pollution. 
The development of a consciousness for combating pollution by R&D 
activities is being undertaken by means of internal laboratory 
memoranda, and conversations with laboratory commanders. The Army's 
R&D program will be mainly directed to resolving the parochial problems 
involved in ehe Army's missions and will depend greatly upon existing 
and future programs required to reduce or eliminate signature from 
the Army's equipment. Many Army R&D programs can be expected to have 
"spin-off" benefits that will help to resolve pollution problems. 
Examples of this type of project, previously noted, are the hybrid 
gasoline engine and the quieter helicopter. However, the Army is 
also planning to develop new monitoring methods, technology and 
instrumentation for measuring water, air, soil and noise pollution 
that deal with uniquely military pollutants or with pollutants which 
originate chiefly from Army installations. The Army hopes to 
develop new and to modify existing environmental pollution control 
processes and disposal systems for pesticides, hospital wastes, and 
waste water peculiar to Army installations. The Army also plans to 
develop nonpolluting ingredients for pyrotechnics and explosives, 
alternate nonpolluting substitutes for heavy metals and to do further 
work on alternates to the internal comhustion engine. Further, the 
Army plans to develop and test advance waste treatment and reclama- 
tion plants, nonchemical methods of pest control and other necessary 
items that will permit the Army to be "clean" in its operationj. 
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K.  Training Programs 

AR 11-21 requires that maximum effort lie made to incorporate 
environmental pollution preventive measures into exercises. 

1. Nuclear. 

Comprehensive training is carried out to assure that the 
Army's personnel who handle or maintain nuclear weapons or power 
plants protect these systems from accidents or incidents. 

2. Sewage Treatment Plants. 

The Army has a voluntary program to upgrade its sewsse 
treatment plant operators. This program provides the individual 
with transportation, per diem and tuition to permit him to attend 
State short course schools for water and sewage treatment plant 
operators. Additionally, the Army encourages the operators to 
belong to associations and keep up-to-date with current technical 
literature in this field. 

3. Pollution Monitoring. 

The Surgeon General of the Army provides training in this 
area through grants for professional degrees, miscellaneous State 
short courses and in-house schools. 

L.  Enhancement of the Environment. 

1. During May and June of 1970 all Army Staff agencies 
reviewed the Army's statutory authority, administrative regulations, 
policies and procedures that were within their responsibilitj» to 
determine whether any policies or limitation precluded the Army's 
compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969- On 
27 July 1970 the review was complebed, and it was determined that no 
known limitations precluded th? Aitny's compliance. 

2. On 11 September 1970 the Army directed all Army Staff 
agencies and major CONUS commands (including those commands respon- 
sible for activities in Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico, Guam and the 
Virgin Islands) to make detailed assessments of their on-going and 
proposed programs to assure that the programs did not adversely 
impact on the environment and that an impact statement was sub- 
mitted. All concerned were advised that this requirement was a 
continuing requirement. 
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3. on 28 Septeaber 1970 tbe Anqr e^hasiied to all 
the reguireasiit to assure that no delays occur in the Anqr pollution 
ahatenent prograB. The ccananders were requested to give their 
personal attention in the natter to keep the progron on schedule. 

M.  Public Infonaation. 

The Anir's policy is that the local coaaanders will assure good 
comminity relations and provide the public with newsworthy infaraa- 
tion concerning our operations. At Headquarters, Departaent of the 
Arny, the Chief of Informtlon is charged with the disseaination of 
inforaatioQ to the public whenever newsworthy inforaation of 
national interest is available. All Anqr inforaation officers are 
interested In "the Amy and the EnvirocBent" and as noteworthy 
inforaation becoaes available, present it to the public through the 
appropriate news aedia. 

N.  Materiel Storage. 

1. Amy TM 7^3-200, concerning storage and aaterials handling, 
contains directives to insure against water and air pollution and 
establishes eaergency plans and procedures i'or dealing with accidental 
pollution. Other Army Regulations also deal with safety in storage 
for specific items and relate directly to prevention of pollution. 
These regulations are continually being up-dated and strengthened, 

2. A specific example of materiel storage is noted in petroleum 
operations. All petroleum operating procedures and instructions are 
aimed at oreventing leaks in storage tanks and pipelines. The pro- 
cedures are promulgated not only to reduce losses, but to prevent 
the contamination of ground water streams or sewage with petroleum. 
In construction of petroleum facilities, emphasis is placed upon 
the proper installation of gas/water separators. These separators 
are installed to prevent tht- accidental discharge of petroleum products 
into streams or ground water sources. Storage tanks are equipped with 
the proper pressure vacuum release valves so as to minimize the ex- 
pansion and contraction of product in the tank and we have an on-going 
program to install submerged inlets to prevent air pollutants. All 
these precautions are applied to bulk chemicals as well as petroleum 
products. 

0,  Other Areas. 

1. Leases, Licenses, Permits and Easements to use Army Real 
Property. 

These outgrants are administered under AR U05-8O. The Army 
is revising internal regulations to provide that all outgrants will 

L 
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contain a cuopreheasive provision prohibiting environmental degrada- 
tion. The provision will cover water and sir pollution, noise 
enissions, soil erosion, and solid waste disposal. Compliance wiir 
1» accomplished by the annual compliance inspections. 

2. Land Acquisition. 

AR '♦05-10 governs land acquisition in the ATJH/. The Army is 
revising internal regulations to provide that the National Environ- 
mental Policy Act of 1969 will be adhered to in preparing acquisition 
planning reports and other acquisition planning. Compliance will be 
accomplished by administrative review at Headquarters, DA. 

3. Real Property Disposal. 

AR UO5-90 governs real property disposal actions in the Army. 
The Amy is revising internal regulations to provide that the National 
Environmental Policy Act will be adhered to in disposals accomplished 
by the Corps v-f Engineers and that reports of real property to the 
General Services Administration will include recommendations on 
environmental considerations where appropriate. Compliance will be 
accomplished through administrative review in Headquarters, DA, and 
through periodic inspections of the appropriate field offices. 

tgmm^ammmmmmammmtmm ^ 
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IV 

Department of tbe Array 

Civil Works 

A. Authorities for Pollution Abatement 

The statutory responsibilities of the Corps of Engineers Civil Works 
program for flood prevention, navigation, beach preservation, pro- 
tection from hurricanes and other marine storms, and regulatory 
management have a major impact on the terrestrial and marine environ- 
ments. These activities range from an evaluation of projected 
engineering works of the Corps program to issuance of permits for 
construction and dumping of wastes in our nation's waterways and main- 
taining and operating the various facilities of the several water 
resource projects and/or activities. 

The regulatory program has received increased emphasis since the 
passage of the National Environment Act which increased the Corps 
authority under Section 13 of the River and Harbor Act of 3 March 
l899 relative to discharging of refuse into navigable waters of the 
United States or their tributaries. This act has been further 
augmented through recent court actions. 

Air environment also experiences an impact from the Civil Works pro- 
gram but to a lesser degree than that for water. 

Authorities for these various activities vary from Resolutions of 
House and Senate Public Works Committees to implementation of Execu- 
tive Orders and Public Laws. The more important of these are: 
Executive Order No. 11507, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 
Water Quality Act of 19^5, Clean Water Restoration Act of 1966, the 
Fish and Wildlife Coor^ ation Act; and the many Rivers and Harbors 
Acts and Flood Control nets such as R&H Act of 1899; Public Law 189, 
55th Congress; Public Law 8U-660; Public Law 86-6U5; Sec 10? & 302 
of Public Law 89-298. 

B. Air Pollution 

1. Installations 

a. Program Funding 
($ millions) 

FY 68-71 FY 72 FY 73 
MCP .1 
om 2.8 1.0 - 

2.9 1.0 
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b. The Civil Works Directorate has the expertise in 
environmental assessments to determine those projects or ac- 
tivities requiring design of controls and to verify the effi- 
ciency of the controls applied. The Directorate cooperates with 
other Federal agencies in the application of air quality criteria 
and water pollution control. It further has the capability to make 
measurements of the environment including air emission baselines to 
determine the necessity of revising controls to protect the environ- 
ment, to apply these measurements to the criteria established for the 
area and to design such corrective measures which when in operation 
will not exceed the established criteria. A capability is present to 
design and install the necessary facilities to provide the required 
protection. 

c. Emission Testing. Civil Works Directorate cooperates 
with other Federal agencies in the application of air qualHy 
criteria and water pollution control. Within the Directorate the 
capability exists to make environment measurements and study or 
cause studies to be proposed which will determine criteria as well as 
need to revise or provide controls to protect the environment. 

d. Petroleum Fuels. Civil Works Directorate is in com- 
pliance with the requirement that petroleum fuels for boilers have a 
lower sulfur content than that previously specified in order to mini- 
mize sulfur dioxide emissions from boiler plant stacks. 

2. Automobiles purchased with Civil Works funds comply with 
applicable emission standards. 

3. Ships. 

Civil Works Directorate will take the necessary action as may 
be required to be made to Civil Works vessels by individual states. 
No complaints to date have been received regarding air pollution from 
Civil Works vessels, low sulrXir fuel being used in steam powered 
vessels. 

k.    Unleaded Gasolines. 

Civil Works Directorate has advised Districts to utilize 
low lead fuels in motor vehicles subject to the availability 
thereof. 

5. Construction Equipment. 

Certain segments of the construction industry are engaged in 
research whereby contractors' construction equipment would be in com- 
pliance with Federal, State and local laws. Construction contracts 
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contain special provisions as may be applic Jble requiring the con- 
tractor to conduct his operations, including the disposal by burning 
of detris, trees, logs, stumps and other «ctabustible material in 
accordance with the purposes of the Clean Air Act, as asiended ('»2 
U.S.C. 1857) as implemented by E.O. 11507, 5 February 1970. Dis- 
posal by burning shall be in accordance with the air pollution 
standards prescribed by the State, ccmmunity, or installation where 
the burning is performed. 

Guide specification CE-1300 for environment protection re- 
quires that control of air pollution originating and/or caused by 
construction operations or parts of operations will be included in 
contract specifications where reasonable procedures can be readily 
specified. 

C.  Water Pollution 

1. Installations 

a. Civil Works Directorate has been engaged for many years 
in abating water pollution in accordance with the accepted practices 
in vogue at the time of construction of the water resource project. 
In some cases untreated discharges were made to the watercourse and 
in others primary treatment was provided, each method was acceptable 
at the time. Population increases and development along waterways 
gave rise to more sophisticated treatment of sewage waste. As a 
direct result of Executive Order 11258 (November 1965), waste treat- 
ment facilities were improved and some provided where none had ex- 
isted. The first major funding toward this end was received in Fiscal 
Year 1968 and approximately $6.3 million has been provided through 
Fiscal Year 1971. Dependent upon the amount of funding made 
available, it is expected that remedial measures to correct the dis- 
charges will be completed or underway by 31 December 1972 in accord- 
ance with E0 11507. Toward this end an additional amount of about 
$10.6 million is planned for corrective measures for Fiscal Year 197^. 
It is to be realized that upgrading of State and Federal standards, 
currently and in the future, will give birth to many new project 
corrections even though the projects may be in compliance or have met 
the existing standards. 

b. Program Funding 
($ millions) 

FY 68-71 FY 72 

MCP .5 5.5 

0&M __5'J_ 5.1 

6.2 10,6 5.1+ 

FY 73 
1 
3 

6 
.8 

mm 
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2. Ships. 

As of the beginning of FV' 1972 the Corps of Engineers Civil 
Varies Dirertorste bsil installed «emge units on board over 200 Corps 
vessels. These units represent the aost efficient and advanced 
designs available ttom coMcerclal sources. In the Great Lakes area, 
holding tanks are incorporated into the systems. These tanks are 
poaped out periodically into approved nuaicipal systeas, since no 
overooard discharge is peraitted in this area. 

3. Civil Works Directorate is responsible for the technical 
requirewnts in the design and ccnstructioc of features of projects 
and installations to assure against oil spills thereat. Tn addition 
technical advice and assistance to the field are provided. The 
CONARC is responsible for krmp ■ilitary activities and the Chief of 
Engineers for Corps activities in connection with support of the 
Rational Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan in 
abating daaage fron spills caused by others. Masters of vessels are 
charg- witn the responsibility to not pump bilges containing oil or 
o^ner contaminants into harbors, lakes, rivers, bays or within other 
prohibited waters. 

D.  Land Management. Conservation, Herbicides and Pesticides 

1. General Program and Soil and Water Conservation. 

The Land Management Progr«fl on Civil Works water resource 
projects is accoiEpiished both directly by the Corps and by State and 
local governmental agencies through lease and license agreements for 
fish and wildlife and park purposes. Recently additional emphasis 
was given to the land management function with the public.-jtion of 
ER 1130-2-i*oO, Recreation-Resource Management of Civil Works Water 
Resource Projects. This regulation provides for Management Plans for 
each project dealing with forest or range resources, fish and wild- 
life management, fire protection and other project resources. The 
principles of forest management, f'.sh and wildlife management and 
related disciplines will be applied on a coordinated basis with end 
objective of total ecological management. A data collection and 
rational system is currently going into operation to provide a 
sound basis for systematic application cf management tecJiniques on 
project lands with emphasis on areas of major priority needs. 

2. Forest Management Program. 

Forest resources at Corps of Engineers, Civil Works water 
resource projects are managed to increase their value for recrer.tion 
and wildlife habitat and to promote natural ecological conditions by 
following accepted conservation practices. A Forest Management Plan 
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is being prepared for each project in accordance with ER 1130-2-liOO. 
These plans will include inventories species, types and age class 
identifications, description of treatvents required and proposed 
procedures to accoaplish the objectives of the plan. 

3. Fish and Wildlife Msnagesent Prograa. 

Lands designated for fish and wildlife purposes are gen- 
erally mnaged directly by either the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife or the appropriate State fish and wildlife agency in accord- 
ance with a General Plan signed by the Secretary of the Army,  the 
Secretary of the Interior and the head of the State fish and wildlife 
agency. General Plans are prepared in accordance with the Fish and 
Wildlife Coordination Act of 1938 (PL 85-62»»), as mended, and in- 
structions for their preparation are contained in ER 1120-2-kOl.    On 
lands designated for fish and wildlife and not directly aanaged by 
another agency this function is perfonsed by the Corps by iapleaen- 
tation of the Fish and Wildlife Managenent Plan in accordance with 
ER 113C-2-U00. Fish and Wildlife habitat nanagenent activities are 
consistent with o+her activities and are an integral part of the 
overall management program aimed at achieving the objectives of 
multiple use of the project. 

U. Civil Works Projects Operations 

Pesticides 

a. Public Concern. Recent increasing public concern over 
the long term persistence of certain pesticides such as DPT has re- 
emphasized Civil Works efforts for reducing such uses. The use of 
DDT has been phased out almost entirely from use at Civil Works 
projects. 

b. ER 1130-2-332. assigns responsibilities and prescribes 
procedures concerning the use of chemicals in the Civil Works pest 
control program at all Civil Works projects. It also presents 
guidance for the preparation and submission of an annual report to 
the working group on pesticides fir their review and further 
guidance. 

Noise Pollution 

Instructions in CE-1300 Civil Works Construction Guide Speci- 
fications f:>r Environment Protection require that noise pollution by 
construction operations and equipment be studied and preventive 
measures be covered specifically in the specifications. Adequate 
design features covering noise pollution on Civil Works floating 
plant and the accomplishment thereof are under the control of Marine 
Design Division located in the Philadelphia District. 
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f.     ToKic and Huardoiis Materials 

Nuqr ■aterials such aa herbicides, pesticides, chlorine, ferric 
chloride and alua as «ell as other Materials for porifyiqg water or 
sewage plant effluents are used hy local. State and Federal agencies 

| as well as the general public. Suffice it to Mention that the Corps, 
| in applying herbicides sod pesticides and in the use of other cbaaicals 

necessary to operate its facilities or eqaipaent, follows carefially 
the applicable standards of local. State and Federal authorities. 

1. Ctmmoa Use Materials. 

There are aaqy co—on use Eaterials used by local. State and 
Federal agencies as well as by the general public. Such aaterials 
as herbicides, pesticides, chlorine and aany others that are of 
coHwn interest. However, it should be noted that Civil Works in its 
application of chealcals for tbe operation of its facilities and 
eqnipaent is careftal to assure that local. State and Federal stand- 
ards for the use of aaterlals are carefully followed. Civil Works is 
required by regulations to assure that air and water pollution 
standards are K<»t. 

2. Ifoa Ccoaon Materials. 

Suppliers of toxic and other hazardous materials are re- 
quired to provide specific disposal instructions on all containers. 

3. Ccwplete enviroumental stateaeuts are scheduled to be pre- 
pared ftv the operation and waintenance of Civil Works projects. 
These statements will be fully coordinated with local. State end 
Federal agencies. 

Water and Air Pollution. Research and Development Efforts. 

1. Collection and Study of Basic R%D Data. 

To meet data requirements for R4D investigations of the 
impact of Corps water resources projects on ecological systems; 
physical, chemical, geological and biological parameters are being 
monitored at specified river stations., reservoirs, lakes, estuaries 
and coastal waters. 

2. Mechanical Aeration of Lakes. 

The large, deep multipurpose impoundments used for flood 
mitigation, hydropower, recreation, navigation, fish and wildlife 
propagation, water supply and water quality control are of major 

,, 1 - .*-*-' — 
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iaportarce in the Corps water resource äevelagmnt program.    In order 
to reduce the iapact of seasonal stratification and theraal varia- 
tions as well as the dissolved oxygen content of the stored and re- 
leased wat<Ts on the ecosysteas of the iapounchaents, downstream 
riverine and aarine enrironaents the Corps is investigating the use 
of underwater air difAision techniques. Results to date indicate 
that this Bethodology iaproves the dissolved oxygen content and 
other water quality parameters. Continued investigations will reveal 
the amount of energy required to completely mix the reservoir in 
order to reduce the impact of simmer stratification and provide an 
evaluation of the effects of aeration on water quality parameters 
(physical, chemical and biological). 

3. Nitrogen Supersaturation. 

A seasonal cycle of supersaturation of dissolved nitrogen 
occurs annually in the Columbia and Lower Snake Rivers. The degree 
of supersaturation varies with the quantity of water discharged over 
dam spillways. Research to date indicates that this problem is 
magnified when the power plant is unable to pass the streamflow and 
the surplus must be wasted over a spixlway or through conventional 
outlets. As this water enters a stilling basin, nitrogen goes into 
solution under hydrostatic pressure and causes a supersaturation. 
When fisn come into contact with areas of low hydrostatic pressure 
nitrogen leaves the solution and eau&es small bubbles in their 
circulatory system. This situation has resulted in an attempt to 
develop a aathematical model for prediction of nitrogen levels and 
design criteria for relating spillway and  outlet geometry to remedy 
this problem. Other studies related to this ecological problem in- 
clude tests of prototype dams and hydraulic models to ascertain 
optimum flow conditions as related to entrained air. 

k.    Regulatory Eischarge Research. 

In order to develop retote sensing technology which would 
expedite collection of information OP the discharge materials into 
the waterway system two experiments were conducted. In the first 
experiment Grumman Aircraft utilized newly developed electronic sen- 
sors for identifying the location of outfalls. The second experiment, 
conducted by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories, was an evaluation of 
photographic interpretation methodology to identify outfalls by 
indications from geographical areas. 

5. Air Pollution. 

The Corps of Engineers program in this area includes R&D 
aimed at designing and constructing an incinerator that will be used 
to burn the drift collected in New York Harbor. The project includes 
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the design and fabrication of an overfire air pit-type incinerator 
to meet air pollution abatement standards and requirements. 

H.   Land Pollution. 

The Civil Works program related to land pollution is investi- 
gated from two major aspects, sedimentation and dredging operations. 
Because of its statutory responsibilities related to navigation the 
Corps is responsible for assuring that channels remain open tor 
transportation. As a result dredging operations must be conducted 
in some areas to remove sedimentation deposits which would hinder 
ship operations. In the Great Lakes region, studies have been con- 
ducted to dispose of the spoil without affecting the water quality. 
In addition the Corps is conducting studies to determine the use- 
fulness of the unpolluted spoil to create marshlands. To investigate 
factors governing the movement and deposition of sediment in streams 
and reservoirs requires development of equipment and methods for 
collection and analysis of suspended sediments. Toward this effort 
the Corps of Engineers supports the Federal Interagency Sedimentation 
Project at the St. Anthony Falls Laboratory of the University of 
Minnesota. Sediment studies include the collection of suspended and 
bed load data, degradation data, eggradation and delta formation, 
investigations of sediment transport, and basic laboratory studies. 
One major effort is an interagency project for tneasuring and analysing 
sediment load in streams and for developing new sediment sampling 
equipment. 

I.  Solid Wastes. 

The Civil Works research related to solid wastes was for the 
purpose of designing and constructing an appropriate type of incinera- 
tor for burning the drift collected in harbors. In addition, the Civil 
Works progrsm has been performing research in collaboration with the 
Coast Guard to combat oil pollution. 

J.  Pesticides 

The Civil Works "Aquatic Plant Control Program" was designed to 
deal with infestations of obnoxious aquatic plants, which are found 
in the Atlantic Gulf States, because of their impact on commercial 
ship operations. A research program h&c  been developed to obtain 
definitive answers to aquatic plant control problems. This program 
has been developed in three elements in order to find techniques for 
minimizing and controlling the use of pesticides and lessening their 
impact on the ecosystem. These three elements are biological control, 
mechanical control and chemical control. 

1. Biological Control. 
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Under the biological control the Corps evaluates the use of 
aquatic plant insects and pathogens and herbivorous fish. The ob- 
jective of the study of plant insects Is to detendne vhic-n ones could 
be of value in attacking the various aquatic plants. Sia?e aicro- 
organisms are one of the aost significant factors in aaintaining a 
balance in ecosysteas, investigations are being uade to deteraijie 
vhich ones can be utilized for controlling aquatic plant growth. A 
najor consideration of this study is that plant pathogens are vir- 
tually not known to attack nan or aniaals, and will not contribute to 
ecological problems. Research acccaplished at various acadeaic insti- 
tutions has indicated that herbivorous fish provide an excellent aeans 
for controlling aquatic plants. A cooperative prograa between the 
Corps of Engineers, Department cf Agriculture Auburn University is 
investigating this technology as a possible solution. 

2, Mechanical Control. 

This Civil Works program element is subdivided into control 
and potential utilization. Under control, inwstigatiof,«? are being 
made in a Joint program with the US Array Missile Command and several 
academic institutions to use lazer energy to eradicate aquatic plsnts. 
While the program indicates some access in applicption, daughter 
plants require a second treatment. This concept is being developed 
into a field prototype model by the Corps Waterways Experiments 
Station. The second part of tp.is program element i*? directed at 
developing techniques to convert aquatic plants to c resource through 
harvesting. While technology exists to harvest aquat-'c plant, no 
economical application has been developed. A coope^a•ive program is 
being developed between the University o!" Florida, the fltatt-'s Came 
and Fresh Water Commission and the Corps. 

3. Chemical Control. 

Since the primary success in controlling aquatic plants in 
the past has been through the use of 2, U-D, investigations of slow- 
release herbicides has been to develop technology for applying, and to 
select those which will not adversely affect the ecosystem. To con- 
trol the release of herbicides, plastic carriers are under devel- 
opment and will be field tested by the Department of Agriculture, 
This program also includes studies of the environmental effects on 
biological organisms. 

K,  Thermal, 

Civil Works study of thermal effects on rivers and lakes includes 
monitoring of temperature regimes, thermal destratification, and 
water quality. Monitoring cf temperature regimes is accomplished 
prior to and after impoundment to determine the project's effect, on 
the ecological balance and the natural processes on the regional envir- 
onment. The thermal destratification investigations have evaluated 
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the uce of clr difftaser ^rsteas or submerged wiers on teaperatures in 
stratified lakes, effects of teaperature variations on water quality 
and sediaentation, and the design of structural nodifications to per- 
ait water releases to offs-t theraal iapacts. Reaote sensing 
techniques are being evaluated to develop techniques for expediting 
collection and analysis of data on water teaperatures. An experiaent 
between EPA. NASA and the Corps is presently being conducted on 
Trinity Fay area utilizing reaote sensing to gather data for opera- 
tions of a physical aodel verlfi rotiop of oatheaatical aodel 
predictions. 

L.  Enhanceaent of the Environment. 

The Civil Works program eleseent related to enhancenent of the 
environaent is subdivided into  the iVur eleaents, stated below. This 
prograa eleoent enconpesses a study of the physical processes, the 
impact of nan's engine-ring activities or. the environment and the 
ecosystem, and the interaction and man's activities and the natural 
processes. 

1. Rcology and Other Environmental Research. 

Terrestrial and marine ecological systems of various 
geographic regions are investigated to determine the impact of 
engineering works and to develop technology and methodology for 
minimizing the impact on the ecosystem and environment but permit- 
ting national economic grcVih. 

a. Biological and ecological research will prcvide an im- 
proved understanding 01' the effects of CF's activities upon the total 
environment or coastal areas, especially the vast complex of highly 
sophisticated and intricately interrelated ecologicai systems that 
provide benefits to man in the form of harvestable fishery,'rescjrees 
and recreational opportunities. 

b. Studies are carried out on water quality in reservoir 
releases and impoundments. Fisheries engineering investigations are 
undertaken to fill voids in fisheries information needed for water 
resource projects. This program is aimed at improving the effi- 
ciency of fish collection and passage systems at existing and new 
dams, to learning more about th.e response of fish to changed 
cond i c i ons. 

c. Increased flow of water from the Chesapeake Bay to 
Delaware Bay resulting from the channel enlargement has raised 
ecological questions that are under study. A hydrologic model is 
being utilized to study the physical processes. 
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d. Ecological studies are vodervay on the effects of off- 
shore engineering works and coastal vorks, the dynamics of inlets and 
actuaries, and special studies on the Louisiana Coast, offshore 
dunping, the Tennessee-Tcnibigbee Waterway, pollution of the Texas Gulf 
Coast, a study of the Northeastern United States water supply the 
North Atlantic Regional Hater Resources, a special study of the south 
end of Lake Michigan, and a San Francisco Bay and Sacramento-San Joa- 
quin Delta Haste Water Management Investigation. 

2. Environmental Observation and Predicti<M. 

The CE studies wiad-wafe relationships, wave activities, 
storms, general hydrology, and streamflow, and rainfall data as they 
affect design criteria and construction technology in the Coastal 
Zone and inland. 

The wind-wave action in coastal waters is studied to gain an 
improved understanding of the characteristics of ocean surface 
wind-waves, their generation, propagation, transformation, breaking, 
and action on shores and shore protection. Long period waves and 
surge are studied to provide an  improved understanding of the charac- 
teristics of long waves, particularly seiches, storm and hurricane 
surge, and tsunamis. In storm studies, data eure accumulated on the 
most important pest and current storms to evaluate flood-producing 
potentialities of river basins as related to the accomplishment of the 
Civil Works mission. General hydrologic studies include hydrology 
analysis of rainfall-runoff relationships, snowmelt studies, flood 
forecasting, analysis of past floods, infiltration indices, unit 
hydrographs, development of flood hydrographs, and other studies of 
related hydrologic nature. 

3. Impact of Environment on Man. 

The CE investigates environmental values as they affect the 
development of water resources and their impact on man. This in- 
cludes recreation demand and esthetic evaluation. Systems analysis, 
operations research, and  physical and mathematical modeling 
techniques were developed and mathematical models were used to e\'al- 
uate the (l) demand for various potential water resource uses to meet 
man's needs and (2) relationship between man's needs and impact on the 
ecological systems. 

k.    Locating and Describing Natural Resources. 

Under the Inner Continental Shelf sediment and structure 
study, the effort is directed toward searches for new unexploited 
deposits of sand. The search is focused offshore with the intent to 
explore and inventory deposits suitable for future fill requirements 
and subsequently to develop and refine techniques for transferring 
offshore sand to the beach as a part of the Corps' beach erosion 
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and hurricane shore-line protection program. 

5. Surveys to Describe the Physical Environment. 

The research is conducted to gain an improved understanding 
of the processes involved in the interaction of the natural shore 
with the wind, wave, tide, current, and surge forces imposed upon it; 
and the reaction of the shore and shoreline to these forces and 
processes. 

Data are obtained cm environmental factors related to coastal 
engineering. This includes waves, water level (with regard to storm 
surges), littoral materials on the beaches, suit.ible sand movement, 
quantity and characteristics of material made available to the shore 
area (whether by streams or shore or bluff erosion), and the economic 
life of various construction materials. 

Assessment of beach and shore erosion problems is being made 
to appreciate the Nation's erosion problems considered in conjunction 
with economic, industrial, recreational, agricultural, demographic, 
ecological, and other relevant factors. 

M.  Licenses, Leases, Permits and Easements to Use Corps of Engineers 
Civil Works Real Property. 

Outgrants are administered under ER ^05-2-800 series. Internal 
regulations are being revised such that all outgrants will contain 
a comprehensive provision prohibiting environmental degradation. The 
provision will cover water and air pollution, noise emissions, soil 
erosion and solid waste disposal. In addition, the revision will 
cover the need for obtaining a discharge permit from the Corps if 
necessary. 

By Executive Order 1157^, dated 23 December 1970, the Secretary 
of the Array was directed to establish a Federal discharge permit pro- 
gram pursuant to Section 13 of the River and Harbor Act of 3 March 
l899 to regulate the discharge of pollutants and other refuse matter 
into navigable waters of the United States or their tributaries. 
Department of the Defense Installations that are discharging refuse 
into a navigable water or tributary are not exempted from the require- 
ments of the permit program by virtue of their status as a Federal 
Installation. Therefore, the installation should apply to the appro- 
priate Corps of Engineers District for a permit. While the discharge 
of domestic waste has been specifically excluded from the require- 
ments of the program, the applicability of the permit program to a 
particular discharge will be determined by District Engineer upon 
inquiry. In connection with the furtherance of the Executive Ofder, 
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the Corps is contacting a prqgras of investiflstion of industrial and 
oanufactnring plants to delexaine vhetber an effluent is being 
discharged which vonld Mke its «ay to a vaterconrse. Those so 
identified are infcmed hy letter of the requireaent to apply for a 
perait under the Act. 

MP 
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v. 

Department of the Navy 

A.  Emriromental Protection Organisation. (See Figure 3) 

A Deputy Under Secretary of the Kavy for enviromaental natters 
was established In the Office of the Secretary of the Navy to 
coordinate Navy and Marine Corps programs. The Environmental 
Protection Division (OP-U5) was established in the Office of the Chief 
of Naval Operations to direct and coordinate the pollution abatement 
and environment protection natters for the Navy. A focal point of 
contact for environmental matters has been established In each major 
naval conmand. The Navy has issued four instructions setting forth 
Policy and Objectives: 

1. OPNAVINST 62U0.2B implements procedures and assigns respon- 
sibilities for preparation and processing Environmental Impact 
Statements. 

2. OPNAVINST 62U0.3A sets forth policy and assigns respon- 
sibilities for the Navy's Environmental Quality Program. 

3. OPI'iAVINST 62U0.U assigns responsibilities for containing and 
removing oil spills and hazardous materials from internal waters. 

k.    SBCNAVINST 5305.1 and OPNAVINST 5305.1 establish an annual 
awards program to recognize Navy activities that have demonstrated 
leadership in environmental natters. 

B. Air Pollution 

1. Funding Plan 

($ million) 

FY 68-71 FY 72 FY 73 

MCP 

PROC 

11.7 
.6 

5.5 

16.3 
.8 

7.8 

24,8 
4.0 
7.1 

Total 17.8 24.9        35.9 

2. Shore 

a. Funded air pollution abatement projects involve several 
categories of work including elimination of open burning of solid 
waste materials, construction of sanitary landfills and incinerators, 
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factlities for airborne emission control of heating and power plants, 
fuel storage facilities, and certain industrial processes. 

b. A Source Emission Testing Team evaluates existing air 
pollution problems at naval installations and recorauends appropriate 
measures for controlling emission of air pollutants. Using the 
latest instrumentation and technology, the team can determine gaseous 
flow rates, concentration of particles, hydrocarbon, sulfur dioxide 
and water vapor contents, dust collector efficiency and size of 
particles released into the air. 

c. A team of Industrial Hyglenists, by means of mobile 
laboratory equipment and survey instrumentation collects air samples 
from venting systems of industrial processes to determine the extent 
of air pollutants. Upon evaluation of individual pollution problem 
areas, they have made specific recommendations for fippropriate 
remedial actions to be taken. All necessary survey instruments are 
housed in a motorized laboratory which can be moved from activity to 
activity, thus providing the team with instrumentation to measure 
potential pollution sources and to analyze collected samples. 

d. The training of Navy personnel in the techniques of 
fighting shipboard fires is an essential requirement and must be re- 
peated periodically throughout a man'.« career in order to ensure 
operational and safety readiness. Training is conducted at naval 
shore installations where fires are set and extinguished inside 
special structures built to simulate various ship compartments such 
as boiler and engine rooms. Unfortunately, these training operations 
produce dense smoke. 

An engineering study was made in 1966 to correct a particu- 
larly unfavorable and highly publicized situation at the Navy's Fire 
Fighting School located on Treasure Island in San Francisco Bay. The 
study determined that burning of the smoke in gas-fired afterburners 
was the most economical and most reliable corrective method. The 
afterburners complete the combustion of the smoke and produce accep- 
table levels of carbon dioxide and water vapor. An engineering firm 
was employed to design the corrective measures which "'nvolved a 
combination of ducts, fans and five afterburners capable of 
simultaneously handling smoke loadings from any combination of two of 
the four simulatt-d ship's compartments. Construction of the smoke 
abatement improvement facilities was initiated in early 1968 and 
accepted in May 1969. Since that time it has been in full use for 
normal fire fighting training. Based on the success of this proto- 
type facility, a similar installation is being constructed with the 
new fire fighting school at the Naval Training Center, Orlando, 
Florida. The Orlando installation differs from the Treasure Island 
plant in that an afterburner is provided for each mock-up rather than 
one central afterburner. 

mmmmmmmm_      i   mi i        mmtmmmmmmmmtm 
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e. A new smoke abatement concept for fire fighting schools 
is under development. The concept utilizes a water spray to prevent 
the production of smoke. After initial successful tests it was 
determined that this new system would be suitable for smoke abatement 
at the Recruit Training Fire Fighting Schools in San Diego and Great 
Lakes. 

The new prototype water spray system has recently been 
installed at the Fleet Training Center, Norfolk for further evaluation 
to determine if this system is also suitable for the more complicated 
and extensive fire fighting training at the Fleet Training Centers in 
Newport, Rhode Island; Norfolk, Virginia; Mayport, Florida; and 
Charleston, South Carolina. 

f. Petroleum Fuels. Local and federal air pollution limita- 
tions on sulfur oxides, smoke and other pollutants are included as re- 
quired in the procurement of fuel oil for shoreside boiler plants to 
Insure that the emission for ambient air quality standards are met. 

g. An initial problem area involving smoke pollution from 
weapons cook-off testing has been identified as contributing to 
environmental contamination by the resulting copious clouds of black 
smoke. A program has been implemented and funded in FY 1972 to re- 
solve the smoke pollution from weapons cook-off testing. A survey is 
being conducted concerning -nollution caused by transportation, 
chemistry, packaging, and testing of aviation ordnance not covered 
in surveys underway. 

3. Aircraft and Related facilities. 

a. Air pollution is caused by visible particulates (smoke) 
and invisible chemical by-products emitted from engines. No 
specific pollution standards now exist for aircraft engine emissions. 
The pollution abatement program consists of reducing air pollution 
fron operating aircraft and ground maintenance facilities/equipments 
consistent with existing codes, and the Clean Air Act. Tne abatement 
program is divided into four inter-related general corrective areas: 

(1) Aircraft smoke reduction 
(2) Aircraft chemical emission reduction 
(3) Ground maintenance smoke reduction 
(k)    Ground maintenance chemical emission reduction 

b. Aircraft SMOke reduction is currently being applied on a 
time-phased basis to all major tactical aircraft. Smoke reduction is 
being accomplished or new engines (F-l^+B and S-3A aircraft) as an 
integral part of the design and development process. On existing 
engines, new combustion chambers (burners) must be individually 
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designed to be «nke-ftee for installation in each moid engine. 
Plans have been aade to retrofit over 5000 TP-Ul, J*79 and TP-30 
engines through FY 1975. Fuel additives have been tried on a United 
basis to reduce sno&e pollution. They are currently being farther 
evaluated with regard to possible toxicity «nd effect on engine 
perfonaoce. 

c. Jet engine cbenical eaissions consist prioarily of car- 
bon nonoKide, unbumed hydrocarbons, and oxides of nitrogen. New 
engine designs choir SOBS isproveaent over existing engines in the 
reduction of carbon aonoxide and unbumed hydrocarbons and represent 
the liaits of the achievable state-of-the-art 1 jet engine devel- 
opaent today. Oxide of nitrogen eaissions, however, beccae 
greater as engine perforaance inproves. Various nev approaches are 
being sought by the Departaent of Transportation (FAA) under con- 
tracted study effort. Technology is not at hand to overcome the 
cheaical eaission prcbles, and it aay not be for several years. 
SAVAIB is naintaining liaison with the Department of Transportation 
and engine sanufactorers In this regard and in participating in 
special studies required to Increase technology. An exploratory 
development effort was initiated in FY 72 relative to the evaluation, 
control and reduction of smoke and chemical pollutants. 

d. Smoke and chemical emissions also prevail in ground main- 
tenance operations such as in aircraft run-up pads, fleet engine 
test cells, industrial engine test cells and mobile support equipment. 
A prototype Nucleation Scrubber System is being tested or an existing 
test cell at the Naval Air Rework Facility, Jacksonville, to reduce 
snoke and chemical emissions as well as to improve engine tes* "ell 
operations. Preliminary results indicate this system has premise. 
Since new test cells with the nucleation scrubbers in all existing 
cells will be extremely costly, other approaches are also being con- 
sidered under an exploratory development effort. 

e. Liquified natural gas (LNG) has a potential as a coolant 
and fuel for future propulsion systems. Exploratory development is 
being conducted in support of potential LNfi fueling requirements in- 
cluding types of ground support storage and transfer equipment and 
facilities that will advance the state-of-the-art. Feasibility 
studies were initiated in TV  71. These studies will be continued 
in FT 72 to include tests on certain ground support equipment 
converted to LNG use. 

h.    Ships 

a. The Navy is in the process of converting its conven- 
tionally hollered ships from Navy Special Fuel Oil (NSFO), a black 
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bes^r resüaftl t&pe tml to Mtny HiJtmale Wmß. (W), ^äcM fm m 
cleaa-lMVfilög M«*n& fael oil,   tM« eonwrsiwo progg— will ivsail. 
in Mjcr reducticm« In the dlectHttse of purticulAte ■wtt«r »nd »alftur 
eompcmia.   As new^atr ^Mlltr «tanterts tax pranl^KMI,' tte «peel- 
fiefttloafi for löwy MstlljAte May ««gpiti« ftottore adjv^amls to «son« 
ftom to »ore stringent staiKtajrds.   fhe eorrmt ftael ccovcrsl«! fto» 
gnn is scheduled to be ccapaLeted In 1973« 

3,   Vehicle Air and Holse Pollution, 

As Federal and State standards «re developed they «re in- 
corporated in vehicle procttrawmt specifications.   ¥ith respect to 
»otor f^els, all Mavy Connsnds have been directed to use the Deu (low 
lead/no lead) aotcnr fuel In Fiscal Tear 19?2 in the §0 states, Pswrto 
Rico, Virgin Islands and Ooaa.   Two fiaml Supply Centers have been 
authorized to convert gasolliw-pofcered foils lift trucks to liquified 
petrolena gas (LP6).   the Saval Logistics engineering Group, Cbeathaa 
Annex. Virginia has been tasked to conduct a study of cooparaii^t; 
exhaust enlssions of IPO powered and gasoline powered fork lift 
trucks. 

C.     Water Pollution 

1. Funding Plan 
($ millions) 

PY 68—71 FY ?g n 73 

MCP 73.8 23.8 56.2 
om 1.5 3.9 12.1 
moc 1.9 h.h 3^.1 

Total       76.8 32.1 102 .U 

2. Shore 

a. In response to Executive Order 11258 of November 1965, 
the Navy, in 1966, began a five year program to improve waste water 
discharges frcsn the shore establishment in the United States and Its 
possessions to meet evolving standards and to enhance and protect the 
quality of one of our Nation's most vital resources - Its waters. 

b. When the Navy started the water clean up program, it was 
estimated that only 65 of the 170 million gallons of waste waters 
discharged daily from our shore facilities met the new water quality 
standards. The first funding for corrective construction projects was 
received in Fiscal Year I960. Follcw-on funds received in Fiscal Year 
1969 and 1970 brought the total to $1+6.2 million,  rt is noteworthy 
that the funds provided by Congress through PV 1970 enabled the Navy 
to correct 68$ of the problem on a volume basis. An additional $25-3 
million was provided in the Fiscal Year 1971 budget.  It is expected 
that projects necessary to correct shore facility discharges will be 
completed or underway (as required by Executive Order 11507 of k 
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«. Smlttaj Semge.   The Itater Qnelitgr laproDeaeat Act of 
1970 (P.I.. 91-22^), refuijres eadstiag aai aew vessels to be eqitlffed 
vitb anrine sanitscy devices five fears &td[ two jresr», i^pectivelr, 
after praanlgstion of Federsl stsaiaids sad regnlatlons. The 
Etavfrcwamtal Protection Ageocy Is eorraatljr dtefelq?lng stsaiaids 
which should be released in 197?. Ade^iiete shiftMard treataent 
devices designed for the specific lavy problaas of hl^i population 
deositr ships and water tight integrity are not ciamneially avail- 
able. However, Navy developaent is itnderMqr on k separate shipboard 
sewage devices. Three 500 aan ia^roved shipboard mits were in- 
stalled and tested on the USS fin/m (AS-ll) and failed to aeet 
perfonaoee requireaents. Other evaluations aade at the tlae included: 
(l) ship-to-shore commotion for all sewage and waste liquids (less 
oily wastes) and (2)  submarine waste water discharge to FULTOf. 

b. In view of difficulties experienced by the Wavy, the 
Coast Guard and the Environaental Protection Agency in developing 
shipboard sewage treataent units, the Navy plans in the FT 1973 
program to provide collection, holding and transfer (CRT) systems on 
certain vessels so that ships sewage and domestic wastes Including 
galley, laundry, and other liquid waste could be transferred to shore 
based sewage treatment plants through pier sewers or via barge. Sub- 
sequently, beginning in FT 7^, it is planned to equip most ships 
entering overhaul with CHT systems. The advantages of discharging 
waste waters to shore, as opposed to use of on-b<r.rd sewage treataent 
are: (l) all waste waters (less oily waste) can Ve handled; (2) 
connection to shore automatically insures compliance with any sewage 
standards to be established by EPA; and (3) several cost effectiveness 
studies have shown shore disposal to be considerably less expensive. 



k.   Oil roUntion 

m&tmllt flpl temiiMls we combating poliu- 
Iqr «II in thf«e mjor ««tcgoriess   (1) prevention of 

oil spill*, (2) dean «p After 0tl spills, and (3)   iaproved 
edl !flm«lls«v eeelanUen ar4 

effort is also 

(1)   Mboce:   Redesign is trndemsgr at aaml twlk fuel 
r the fterUiUes tat oil receipt, storage, transfer, 
and disposal.   Also, a rapid response capability hm 
in laiar ports to report, control and clean up lavy oil 

(2)   Ships:   Althon^t the Mjerity of oil spills «re the 
remit of personnel error, there is nncb «hich am he done to preclude 

oT nanjr spills throagh equipwafc lqpro«eaente.   The 
of oil^wter sefarators, which trill pemit the discharge 

of clean iialer'""oecih«iardf and the storage of contaatnated oil product? 
in special tanks is being initiated to facilitate the prttper shlpbcmrd 
mndling of contwsinated bilge and ballast water at sea.   Also, the 
reconfigaration of ftwl filling, transfer and storage üysteas and the 
proridlng of reliable tank ga^s, owerfili alaras, tank stripping 
s^steas and other features can substantially reduce the occurrence of 
spills. 

the ^resldCTrt^s goal of teminatlng all intentional dis- 
charges of oil and oily wastes Into toe-oceans Iqr 1975, if possible, 
and no later than the end of the decade will depend on the success 
of our developaent of an oil/water separator and of Bonitoring 
devices beyond the pre^at state-of-the-art.    PacJlitles abCÄrci ships 
to hold oily wastes ami sludges mst be watched by fscilitie^ ashore 
to receive, process and dispose of such oily wastes. 

P.      Herbicides and Pesticides 

1. For the laval Shore Establishiaent there exists? a prograBi for 
training and retraining of personnel who formtlate and apply pesticides 
(ineludliv; herbicides).    There is also a program for the continuing 
review of pesticide applications.    These prc^rams exist,  in pert, to 
assure prevention of land pollution, a portion of the overall protec- 
tion of the total envirorment. 

2. Periodic training of operating personnel is conducted by 
Mavy entoaiologists.    Annual or bi-arinual visits by Mavy entmclogldts 
can provide for the required professional planning and prograianing at 
shore activities.    They are also required for on-the-Job training and 
examination of personnel prior to certification.    During these visits, 
all pesticide usages are reviewed and reccsaaerklations a-e provided to 
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help astwre tä»t land poUstion will not result ftrai necessary 
pesticide applications. Farther assurance of enviramental protection 
is provided toy professional review of pesticide usage reports sub- 
■itted aonthly toy the shore activities. 

B.  Sediaentation and Erosion 

1. Watershed protection and itprovcnent plans iaploaented on 
over 75 percent of lands tinder Havy control and renainder will toe 
under plan vithin the next four years. In addition to erosion con- 
trol installed under these naaageaent plans, 107 plans and minor 
projects «HI toe inplenented to correct erosion. Bavy Obtains 
assistance frca and coordinates with Services of the U. S. 
Oepartaent of Agriculture in every possible instance in develognent 
and furtherance of erosic« ccmtrol and otter programs of mutual 
interest. For major shore stabilization studies, Havy coordinates 
with U.S. Any Coa&tal Engineering Research Center. 

2. The current year funding of the soil conservation program is 
1353,000 including salaries. Funds are used primarily for field 
trains, studies, and plans for tonilding erosion control Into con- 
struction; plans for watershed protection and correction of defi- 
ciencies under the maintenance program; and conservation plans for 
lands in agricultural outlease program. Lessees are required to pro- 
vide erosion control cm leased lands. Appropriated funds are 
utilized for erosion control in construction projects and for 
correction of existing deficiencies. 

F.  Propellaat Disposal Facility 

1. During the past three years, the Navy disposed of approxi- 
raately 5,000 pounds of propellant scrap each day toy open tourning. 
Over half of this has been single-base and simple double-base material. 
Although ordnance materials are currently exempted from most State air 
pollution control laws, open burning of overaged ordnance, fleet- 
return motors, production-generated scrap, etc. is a source of air 
pollution and is not an acceptable long-range solution of the disposal 
problem. 

2. The Navy has planned in FY 73 a project that will provide 
facilities at the Naval Ordnance Station, Indian Head, Maryland for 
pollution-free disposal of single-base and simple double-base pro- 
pellant wastes. The facility will eliminate open burning of those 
propellants and provide a concept for pollution-free disposal for 
further application. 
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G.     BadioIogittO. NatexiAls 

1. Air 

a. The Iftwy is «ware of it« respensibility for tbe safe use 
of unclear power ayntm* under the Unclear Shore Syatew Vrogtm for 
both naclear power reactws and radioisotope power graarators. T^ae 
syateas have the potential to pose a threat to the ataosphere if not 
properly noaitored or controlled- 

b. Air pollution is coalarolled: 

(1) Bf uethods of fi? taxation consistent with the state- 
of-the-art to oaintain gas^ .i radioactivity releases to the ataos- 
phere fron naclear shore powei reactors within the constraints of 
Atonic Energy Comission regulations to assure the protection of 
personnel and the environment. 

(2) By proper design of radioisotope power generators 
and by safety evaluations of the generators mi ancillary equlpoent 
in order to assure compliance with national and International regu- 
lations concerning the safe use of nuclear power systems. 

2. Water 

a. Water pollution with respect to nuclear power reactors 
ashore is controlled by methods of filtration, hold-up and dilution 
with monitoring of the discharge of liquid effluents to the environ- 
ment within the constraints of Atomic Energy Conmtission regulations 
to assure the protection of personnel and the environment. 

b. Water pollution with respect to radioisotope power 
generators ashore is controlled first by design and second by safety 
evaluations of the generators and ancillary equipment, including 
implantation and recovery procedures, in order to assure compliance 
with national and international regulations concerning the safe use 
of nuclear power systems, 

3. Land 

a. Land pollution with respect to nuclear power reactors 
ashore is controlled by off-site shipment of radioactive solid wastes 
for ultimate disposal in approved land burial sites In accordance 
with the constraints of Atomic Energy Commission regulations to 
assure the protection of personnel and the environment. 
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A.  ■awriro—Mrtaa Pr^toctlcn OrgMiisatloii 

In PöMTOiurf 1970, the Air Fore« CMef <tf Staff desl^mtad the Mrectcrate 
«sf CitrU S^neering as ttee odTfice of jprimaw mapamibiUt^ «er «U 
p^ULntian wtters r^wtilemi of «narce of Ante or prognai- ax^hority. 
A «nil staff IMS sssSipea to carry out these respnsibilitiss. As the 
scope of the task-hecaae hetter defined, the need for as csrgaalsatloo 
irlth te<dadMi eifertise In several disci^LSnes «as evident. With this 
inter-dlsciplinarr approaiA, Sa Aoigast 1970, the Mreetor of Civil 
B^ineering activated the Bsvircnaental Protection Group, reporting 
directly to the Deputy Mreetor (See Figure %). the Air force Envlron- 
wsntal protection Qroop «as given the responsibility of developing an 
enviroäKntal protection prognm based on total resources aanageaent. 
The abjective was to integrate research and fandaaental seienass with 
engineering and planning to provide coaprehensive coordination of 
theoretical and practical knew-how. 

Initial puiblisted policy guidance was famished by the revision of Air 
Force Begulation 161-22, "EhvirooMmtal Pollution Control,'* dated 
Septeriber 23» 1970. Shortly thereafter, a new publication series, 19-xx 
"Enviroaaental Protection" uns established. To date, two regulations 
have been published; AFE 19.1. "Protection and Ehhancenent of Environ- 
■ental Quality," 18 February 1972, superceding i6l-22, and AFR 19-2, 
"EnvirooBental AssessMmts and Stateamts," 20 January 1972. These 
regulations provide policy guidance to all Air Force activities. Air 
Force policy is to plan, initiate, and carry out prograns and actions 
in a Banner to avoid adverse effects on the quality of the faunan environ- 
nfent, insofar as practicable, and with appropriate consideration of 
assigned mission aaä of econoaic and technical factors. To this end, 
the environmental consequences of all proposed actions are assessed at 
the earliest practicable stage in the planning process and, in all 
instances, prior to decision. As required, formal environmental state- 
ments ars filed with the President's Council on Environmental Quality, 
or written assessments, in the detail necessary are prepared and main- 
tained at appropriate Hq USAF, Connand or Base environmental officers. 

The regulations also provide for establishment of Environmental Pro- 
tection Committees at Hq USAF and the Coomands, chaired by the USAF 
and Connand environmental coordinators to provide for thorough and 
expedient staffing of all environmental protection matters. The 
environmental coordinator is the central point of contact in each of 
the field commands. 
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B.     Air Pollution 

1.   Fixed fftäillties 

».   Troggtm Summry.   11» Mr Force has litti a prcgna nndenitar 
for the reductloB of air p^LXutast eatMlon Croa t^e fixed facilities 
sinee Fiscal Year 1968.   Hie prisacy aq^hasis to late but Ibeen on 
convertii^ JMsating plants fron coal to natural gai, or coal to oil 
irit* mtoral gas backup.   Hie resultant r^teeMon In snifter caeides 
and particnlate eaisslons aeets «oet presait Standards, "bot as standards 
are tightened a^ extended to include other poUntants, tszU&r tfLmt 
nodlficaticns will nndotibtedly be necessary.   A svewury of the ftendij^g 
levels for this progroi foilovs. 

($ Millions) ~. 

F? 68-71 »72 vn 
$6.7 $16.0 $7.5 

1.2 .3 

2.5 2.8 ?-7 

MCP 

m 
PROC 

TOTAL        $10.U $19.1     $11.2 

b. Jet Engine Test Cells. It has been decided that aircraft 
engine test cells must meet emission standards as stationary sources. 
The Air Force has therefore commenced a total systems analysis of 
the test cell pollution question. This program is complimentary to 
U.S. Navy efforts to look at individual emissions control devices to 
use on test cells. 

2. Mobile Sources 

a. Automotive Vehicles. All new commercial motor vehicles, 
passenger carrying and cargo trucks, purchased for official Air Force 
use, comply with applicable Environmental Protection Agency regulations. 
All official Air Force vehiales are purchased by either the General 
Services Administration or the Department of the Amy, who are responsi- 
ble for assuring such compliance. For in-use vehicles, the importance 
of an effective maintenance program has been emphasized for holding 
emissions to a minimum. Tt is Air Force policy to use low lead fuel 
wherever possible, in order to reduce particulate emissions of lead 
oxides, and this is done at most Air Force Bases. 

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
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!»•   Myentft.   Ite Mr Force is actively porUcipa&iQK in übe 
fürarti OomuMBit*« ppogm ftw the rotactlan of air potU^tastfe 
«ttaaiOM tram mircmfk.   fid» inelaaM (l) the imtaUatim oC 
-Imm eatomtat» la our C-9 aiivrafbi (2) tiw develonwnt and Installa- 
tiflo oC üHkelma earibmtoe* tor the C-5 aircraft; (3)^ tte refoire* 
■eet of wwteleei MMtavtors for all nor aircraft, iadntiag the B-l 
andt P-15i mA (h) a |600f000 amapl grcgwi of «MMMTS* and develop- 
■mt on aircraft engiae cnission, ■uaaged by töe Air Force Msro- 
Frofolsif» labomtory.   Efforts «aienay aa&siM oi the Air Force are 
lefag aonitored doeely and aMdiable teetmology will he utASlaed to 
the fullest ektent coDSistcst wlläi sational «eoiriigr. 0 

c.   leseardi.   fbe foUovii^; research' prograw are pre&entlar 
(FT 72) mdemagr la thi» area: 

(1) FMSibili^f Study of Catalytic Coabost«*« for Aircraft 
furhine ßagines.   A ce^aJytic cogbustion systas offers the prospect 
of practically RO «ahKOSt eaissions by isse or a vapid, loir teaperatmre, 
eoabastor systas* 

(2) Lev Power Tarbopropalsioa Exhaust Eaissions Suppression. 
Ibis project «ill ideotl^ and develop conbustlon systes design 
techniqiies for Incr^wed codmstloa e^Ficlency and reduced undesirable 
eshanst eaissions (CO, !u?irocarbcns) at part power operation. 

(3) Tarbopropolsion Eäogine Exhanst Emissions Investigation. 
Under this project the exhaust eaissions of several gas turbine en- 
gines «ere aeasured with and without afterburner and at elevated 
altitudes.   A transportable exhaust eaissions aeasurenent systea 
based on standard elements was assembled. 

(k)   Turboprcpulsion Augmenter Exhaust Eaissions Investigation. 
A theoretical study of afterburner emissions. 

(5) Laser Raman   System for Measuring Turbine Engine Exhaust 
Emissions.   An engineeiing prototype of a system requiring minimal 
human involvement will be developed. 

(6) Development of a Completely Acceptable Turbine Engine 
Smoke Abatement Fuel Additive. 

(7) Investigation of Fuel Modification tor Abatement of 
I Aircraft Turbine Engine NO^ Emissions.    This project is looking for 
i a fuel additive to reduce NOg emissions. 
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I 

i, 
3. Other Air Foliation Abatement Activities 

{ a. Pirefigbting Training. This Air Force has changed its 
firefigfating training policies in order to reduce th« quantity and 
effects of the snake produced by training activities: This involves 
(1) Uniting the mp&er of fires to as low a level as possible while 
■aintaining proficiency; (2) Controlling the ftael used in such 
practices; (3) close cooperation with local fire departsaents; (k) 
cooperation with local air pollution control officials; and (5) a 
research and developnent project, nanaged by the Air Force Weapons 
Latcratory, to investigate a method tat suppressing smoke from such 
firee. 

b. Environmental Health Laboratories. The Air Force operates 
four laboratories to provide technical assistant to Air Force installa- 
tions cm industrial health and pollution problems. The Wiesbaden 
Environmental Health Laboratory (EHL) provides these services to the 
United States Air Forces in Europe. The USAF Radiological Health 
Laboratory deals primarily with radiation hazards and is located at 
at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. The Kelly EHL, at KeUy AFB, Texas, 
and the KcClellan EHL at McClellan AFB, California provide services 
in the areas of air, water and noise to AFBs in the United States. 
For special projects in air pollution, the McClellan Laboratory is 
the lead laboratory. Its stack sampling team has been certified by 
the Environmental Protection Agency. 

C.  Water Pollution 

1. General 

The Air Force, since its inception as the Army Air Service, has 
recognized that water pollution control and abatement frcta its 
installations was of primary importance; first, to protect the health 
and safety of its own people, and, in more recent years, to protect 
and enhance the quality of the Nation's water resources. The first 
biological treatment system to be installed for any of the military 
services went into operation at Randolph Field, Texas during World 
War I. World War II saw a great grovrth in the armed services, the 
establishment of large training bases, and again, the installation at 
most of them of the most advanced methods of waste treatment available 
at that time. 

7n 19^7» with the establishment of a seperate United States Mr 
Force, this concern with protection of water quality continued. 
Basic policy was that installed sewage treatment facilities should 
preferably provide secondary treatment, but as a minimum, would 
provide treatment equal to that required by local communities. At that 

mmm 
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tim,  the Air Force also eata&Lisfted th* policy that conneetics to 
Icwal or regj-ooal setmge disposal facilities, nhere economically 
feasible, vas tbe nethodi of choice. 

2. Plan 

IT 1967» when new emphas.'s «as placed on this field by Executive 
Order and Congressional directive, the Air Force bad installed about 
$160 pillion in sewage treatment and disposal facilities, roughly 
ten percent of our total real property inventory. Close to 85^ of 
the total COMUS «astewater flow «as being treated to meet or exceed 
then existing water quality standards. In response to Executive Orders, 
all installations were surveyed for deficiencies and a six year/$25 
million program (Ft 67-72) was established to correct identified 
faults and bring all facilities into compliance with then current 
standards. 

This program has been updated annually and additional projects 
added as the requirement became known, either through our surveys 
or because of the increasing stringency of State and local standards. 
At this time almost $80 million has bee ;i identified through FT 73 
for all programs —MCP, O&M, and Procurement (industrial Plant). 

MCP 

O&M 

PROC 

TOTAL $^7.3 $15.^      $15.2 

At this time all CONUS installations have either installed secondary 
wastewater treatment or its equivalent or are members of or engaged 
in active negotiation with local or regional wastewater treatment and 
disposal/reclamation plans. 

3ä Wastewater Reclamation 

All installations have been instructed to maintain continuing 
surveys of their water usage to identify areas where water can be 
conserved and generation of wastewater eliminated. Standing policy 
for many years has been the use . f wastewater treatment plant effluent 
for irrigation. This practice -J  )een initiated at many bases and 
others are now investigating the ; ,asibility of this practice for their 
own effluents. 

($ Millions) 
FY 68-71 
$3^.7 

FT 72 
$9.9 

h.l 2.8 .3 

8.5 2.7 • 7 

igggilHgpqgHlljlljSBIIIIIIllllBll^inBi^BIMHHBii^i^niMI^BiHMIM 
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D.  Land Pollution 

1. Erosion and Sedimentation 

Problems of erosion and sedimentation on Air Force land are 
nearly all associated with construction activities which disturlo 
soil and vegatative cover. It is, therefore, Air Force policy to 
make erosion control, grassing and landscaping an essential, integral 
part of construction pro.jects so that this work is not subject to 
separate approval and funding as "additive1* items of projects. Under 
this policy there is no separate accounting of erosion control projects 
hut we believe it is the most effective policy for assuring timely 
accomplishment of erosion control requirements. 

The Air Force, in cooperation with the Army, also has addressed 
the problem of erosion and sedimentation which occurs during the 
construction process. The Air Force assisted in drafting the Corps 
of Engineers Guide Specificaticm for Environment Protection, CE-1300 
May 1970, and revisions contained in ETL 1110-3-11*!, 30 Hovember 1970. 
This guide specification Is concerned with the environmental effects 
of construction activities and outlines temporary procedures that should 
be applied. Similar guidelines for erosion and sedimentation control 
have been included in the Air Force design manual AFM 88-15. 

2. Herbicides and Fungicides 

The Air Force recognizes the use of herbicides as one of several 
management practices useful in the control of unwanted vegetation. 
Weed control by means other than by herbicides is encouraged where- 
ever feasible. Manipulative practices which effect control through 
plant competition are quite applicable to military land and are 
entirely consistent with low intensity maintenance practices. Herbicide 
usage is otherwise in conformance with the approval procedure of the 
Federal Working Group on Pest Management. 

The Air Force indefinitely suspended the use of mercurial pesticides 
in August 1970 in view of the uncertainties of mercury pollution in 
the environment. 

3. Insecticides • 

Department of Defense restrictions on DDT and other persistent 
pesticides have been implemented by inclusion in AFR 91-21, 6 August 
1971, and by issuance of an AFLC CMAL (Controlled Multiple Address 
Letter). A survey by DSA in early 1971 revealed that bases had 
reported valid items as excess and an AFLC CMAL was issued at that time 
to clarify usage of various materials which were not restricted. 
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ioise Bollttticn 

Par a considen^l« mmber of yea»^ the Air Fort» has had 
contiming &eogtmm vhieii are cOKemed with the several aspects of 
noise peiltttian.   fbe jprogr—■ are aanifested in the areas of (l) 
WBT Besponse, (2) Aircraft, and (3) noise research. 

1. 

a« ftmrdow Boise Exposiure 

In Oetcfeer 1956, Air Force Begnlatlon 160-3, which describes a 
progg— to reduce hasardoos noise exposuret was published. This 
regulation pointed oat the need far the overall program, established an 
edneational progran, required the Medical Service to monitor audioneti-y 
of Air Force personnel, and established limits for exposure to 
hasardoos noise. Research lain honan response to noise has provided 
■ore fundamental knowlaige upon which to establish more realistic noise 
exposure limits. This regula- ion is currently being rewritten based on 
the results of this continuing research into human response to noise 
exposure. 

b. Research 

Research into human response to noise is performed at the Air 
Fore« 6570th Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory. Some specific 
research tasks are: 

(1) Continuous Noise Exposure. Major emphasid is being 
placed on the study of peripheral circulation as influenced by noise 
exposure. 

(2) Impulsive Noise Exposure. This program is designed to 
Identify physiological and performance efforts that are altered by 
exposure to iopulsive noises. 

(3) Infrasound. Studies of physiological responses to 
intense infrasound began on k May 1970 with the first manned 
exposures in the unique Dyna-uc Pressure Chamber, a one-man 
enviroooental chanber designed to produce noise in the infrasonic 
range (at and below .30 H,,) at sound pressure levels as high as I?!* dB. 

(k)   Effects on the Vestibular System of Acoustic Energy 
Experienced During Air Force Operations. This research will yield 
information for understanding the conditions and manner in which 
high intensity noise affects equilibrium and produces disorientation 
in the Air Force crewnembers. 
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(5) Cell Changes Associated with Tesporary Hearing 
Loss. This effort is to invssti^ite the cause of daaage to the inner 
ear occurring when personnel are exposed for long periods to high 
noise levels. 

(6) Effects of Mr Force Noises on Populations Surrounding 
Air Bases. The objective is to investigate in the laboratory the 
acceptability of approaching versus receding aircraft noises. 

(7) Auditory Response to Acoustic Energy in Air Force 
Activities. A program is established to examine various claracteris- 
tics of human hearing such as resistance to noise, temporary hearing 
loss, recovery ftrom hearing loss and long term, low level effects in 
order to establish general principles of behavior of the human ear in 
noise. 

2, Aircraft 

One of the chief sources of noise generated by Air Force activities 
is that associated with aircraft operations. Attempts have been made 
to alleviate this source of noise pollution by several means including 
suppression of sound at the source and by constraints imposed on air- 
craft operations. 

a. Land Use Planning With Respect to Aircraft Noise (AIM 86-5). 

In order to plan operations near air bases to minimize noise 
pollution, it is necessary to have knowledge of the noise produced by 
these operations. Beginning in the early fifties procedures have been 
developed for estimating exposure to engine noise frcm ground and flight 
operations of jet and propeller aircraft and for relating the estimated 
exposure to the expected respon-e of residential communities. The 
methodology for these noise exposure estimates in use at the present time 
is contained in Air Force Manual 86-5. Effort? are now in progress to 
revise these methods along the lines of the Federal Aviation Administration 
computerized noise exposure forecasting (NEF) technique. 

b. Air Installation Compatible Use Zone (AICUZ). 

A newly proposed concept that will help alleviate noise pollution 
of residential communities near air bases is the Air Installation Compati- 
ble Use Zone: (AICUZ) Protection of Air Force Bases Against Urban 
Encroachment: A proposed regulation prescribes procedures to be followed 
by air base commanders In establishing protective zones to encompass 
selected installations. Rights will be acquired in adjacent land to 
assure unrestricted base operations and to protect communities from the 
noise nuisance and other hazards associated with aircraft operations. 
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e. Ground Btmup Sound Suppressors. 

One of the preferred mys to eMadnste noise pcUutiOD is 
by controlling sound at Its source, fbere exists an active progrsa for 
the acquisition of sound suppressors for maintenance runup operations. 
The program lias been Initiated toj 

(1) Eliminate the bearing damage risk for personnel. 

(2) Provide a coamunlcatlon emdroBment Inside maintenance 
structures near the runup activity. 

(3) Provide sufficient suppression so that essentially 
no complaints would be expected from nearby residential communities. 

d. Flight Disturbances (AFH 55-31*). 

Air Force Regulation 55-3^ establishes practices to further 
reduce the impact of noise generated by aircraft operations. Procedures 
explicitly designed to minimize the effect of sonic booms are described 
in this regulation as well as procedures for altering flight profiles 
to minimize noise near military airports. 

3. Noise Research 

Aircraft noise research and development programs are being conducted 
by various organizations under the Air Force Systems Command. 

The Air Force Office of Scientific Research conducts research into 
the physical behavior of high intensity sound. The purpose of this 
research is to study the phenomena that distinguishes nonlinear acoustics 
from linear acoustics and to apply the knowledge gained to physical 
problems. Additional research is directed toward developing a comprehen- 
sive physical model of jet noise which covers generation, convection, 
refraction, and spectrum properties. 

The Air Force Aero-Propulsion Laboratory maintains a comprehensive 
propulsion accoustics research and development program consisting of 
contracted and in-house efforts. The overall objective is to develop 
the technology base>necessary to significantly reduce aircraft propulsion 
system noise with minimum associated performance and weight penalties. The 
work efforts under this task are directed toward two specific goals: (l) 
development of quiet propulsion for reconnaissance/surveillance and special 
operations aircraft, and (2) reduction of propulsion system coise to 
support current government noise abatement efforts.   - ^* 

The Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory is conducting exploratory and 
advanced development work in aircraft acoustics, including noise control 
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witMii vrihielc lato«!— aaA scnie fkU«w.   the läMvatoqr law «a 
cadtaMtvt oqaUU^r ia thtoretic«! •eowtic«, date ■amyttt ad 
•aaljniia tactal^ws» aad a^arl—ttal. f lliculii     Aircraft acoaaties 
•fSKdrta inelnie «mlaatian and ptedietiOB of soood field «äawacSfflr- 
istles eneoasteiad Iqr fli#it väLlelea; deaiffi, developKat, operation, 
«aüünratlctt, aad wmiatemmem of acooitie instrtalatloa and dala 
analyaia aysteaa; aid aural deeaetabili^r stvdies related to qniet 
raeomal taaaee/aMgwitllaaea aizeraft.   Hie läboratoiy alao tiiitalaa 

of in-home faciUtiM for acoustic raaeareb. 

nie Aerawvtieal Syetea Oivisiaa eontiom» to isltiate 
to develop deaonata^le and portable noiae aoppression eqaipantt f cr 
vae dnrlng gromad BCinteoaiice nanqp operatiooe of tarbine-poHcred 
aircraft and engines on test stands. 

F.  Radiatioo Pollotioo 

1. Mlcrowsve Badiation 

Vithic the past few years, there has been an increased concern regard- 
ing aicrowave radiation effects in gwmral and specifically of late in 
regard to cataract foraation. übe Radiation Control for Health and Safety 
Act was signed 18 October 1968. In July 1970, the Air Force «as briefed 
concerning the U.S. Public Health Services proposed project to examine 
a grocp of foraer Mr Force personnel 1*0 had flam In the BC-121 aircraft. 
On U March 1971« an ad hoc group, which included seven certified ophthal- 
mologists, convened at Letterman General Hospital, the Presidio, San 
Francisco. The meeting, which was under the direction and coordination of 
the U.S. Public Health Service (USPHB), was called for the purpose of 
conducting ophthalmologlcal examination of eight ex-service personnel, 
all of whom had son« degree of opaclfication. The consensus of the 
opthalmologists was essentially identical to the text of a USPHS press 
release provided the afternoon of the meeting. The release, in part, 
is as follows: 

"No evidence was found in these men that the opacities were due to 
an insult of radiation. 

"The consensus was  that these lesions are not infrequently found in 
patients of this age group. Furthermore, since the type and levels of 
exposure cannot be determined on these subjects, radiation as a definitive 
causative agent cannot be identified." 

Prior to the Lettennan meeting, the Air Force Surgeon General directed 
on I? November 1970 that two models of the EC-121 aircraft be surveyed for 
ionizing (X-Eay) and non ionizing (mlcrowav and ultraviolet) radiation. 
A team of experts was assembled on 8, 9 and 10 December 1970 under the 
guidance of the USAF Radiological Health Laboratory to evaluate not only 
the potential physical hazards associated with the aircraft, but to also 
clinically evaluate the eyes of active crew members. Results of the survey 
indicated that no hazardous levels of ionizing, ultraviolet or microwave 
radiation existed at any crew position during flight. 
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Des^te Umm mpgnmt copletely n^atlve fiaäiagß» öie Air Force 
eoDfcimed to norvey otter ■oaexs of Bixcratt.   In rcgud to the clinical 
exadnattoos, remits bsve been received oo a total of 30? subjects (115 
BC-12L crew aetibera, k6 atintenMiee penoawl, «ad XkS coetrols) aid no 
•igQificaat diffiarenees have been fomd «be» cosparing tim control and 
study group*. 

the Air Force does not discount the possibility of personnel either 
knowingly or inadvertently violating established safety procedures. A 
coapreheaslve survey is now under way to add further to our evaluation of 
established Air Force prograas. This study includes the evaluation of 
ELectroaagoetic Radiation (B6) hazards in aaiatenance activities at 5 
Air Force Bases (which includes MeCleUan and Castle AFBs): an ©ffi hazard 
survey of 6 additional aodels of aircraft; in flight EHR hazards survey of 
two types of aircraft; evaluation of the teaching enviroooent associated 
with BF radiation; a review of the adequacy of technical data at each base 
in regard to health and safety precautions; evaluation of ground operations 
and personnel coupliance with established procedures; and opthalmological 
exaainations. The clinical examinations will include in the study group 
selected naintenance personnel, academic instructors dealing with microwave 
radiationj survey team personnel, and microwave research personnel. Results 
of this study, expected in the spring of 1972, will allow the Air Force to 
evaluate their total program and, if required, to take necessary and 
appropriate corrective measures based on controlled scientific studies. 

G.  Solid Waste Management 

1. Processing and Disposal 

Air Force solid wastes are collected by Air Force and contractor 
personnel and are disposed by incineration and sanitary landfill on Air 
Force and/or contractor land. The method that is used depends on the 
availability of land, the availability of contractor services, and the 
economic studies of contract operations versus in-service operations. 

In April 1971, the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) Kirtland 
AFB, New Mexico, completed a technical report on the "New Techniques 
for Processing of Municipal Refuse." This report investigated new 
methods for processing and disposing of refuse. There is a detailed 
discussion of volume reduction techniques including incineration and 
several variations, pyrolysis, compaction and grinding. Resource recovery 
and storage, collection and transportation are also covered. New 
equipment for sanitary landfill operation and selected cost data conclude 
the report. 

The AFWL report on "Solid Waste Practices in the United States Air 
Force" was completed in October 1971. This report discusses the results 
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af a survey of 96 «ajor installatioas in the Qaited States in the 
folloning arraa: base and fssslly leasing solid wastes; grease disposal; 
garbage grinders; solid wastes generated in sewage treataent; pathological 
and classified wastes; liquid industrial wastes; fire fighting training, 
hez'bicides and pesticides; oo^base landfill operatians. 

The Air Force is presently entering into th« second phase of the solid 
waste manageneot program and will daring the fourth quarter FtTSt do a 
cooplete study of an Air Force base. The purpose of the study is to determine 
the most efficient and eeoncmical approach to solid waste management in 
the Air Force base studied. The third phase it programsed for IT 73 
when specific equipment will be installed as the result of the phase two 
study. The third phase will be studied to determine what equipment may 
be available for use Air Force wide and what adaption has to be made to 
have a useable product. 

2. Waste Reduction and Reuse 

The Air Force selected six coomissaries to stock their shelves with 
returnable bottled beverages as part of a four-month test. The tentative 
conclusions indicates that customers do not seem to greatly change their 
preference for non-returnable cans over returnable bottles within a short 
period of time. Requiring a deposit on returnable bottles does not, in 
itself, seem to affect purchase patterns. Sanitation problems appear to 
be minimal. As a result of this study, returnable bottled beverages are 
now being made available at Air Force commissaries. 

_,,. The Air Force is presently investigating the possibility of recycling 
■^      solid wastes from its bases. To accomplish this, fourteen bases have 

implemented a six-month recycling pilot program. The objectives of these 
pilot programs is to (l) test the availability of market for recycling 
glass, paper, and metal; (?.) determine the impact in the family housing 
area and other base activities of segregating paper, glass, and metals, 
from other refuse; and (3) determine the economic aspects of separate 
collection and sale of recycleable materials. This study should be 
completed during FY 73. 

To; ic and Hazardous Material 

1. Toxic Industrial Chemicals 

The disposal of toxic industrial chemicals is an ever-increasing pro- 
blem. Most bases do not have the physical plant, laboratory facilities 
or trained personnel to perform disposal of toxic materials by means of 
chemical/physical treatment methods. Faced with the obvious problems, the 

tendency is to store the mterial which, with time, presents additional 
problems to deteriorating containers. The Environmental Protection Agency 
was provided information regarding Air Force Toxic waste disposal problems 
for use in establishing Federal regional disposal sites 
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2. Coptwrtnated Ftoel» and PetroleoB Haste. 

The eanrent procedures and aetbods of disposal of used or eoetaaiiiated 
petroleaa prodncts have been reviewed to deteraine weasa to reduce 
pollution, fhe past practice of disposal by burning in open pits and 
burial in sanitary landfills could not be considered acceptable. Urns 
a pollutim control systea «as ia^leaaated. fhe pollution control systaa 
«as achieved by taking the following actions? 

a. Beview of the procedures on each base to reduce the production 
of wastes to an absolute nlnimm. 

b. Establisbnent of titter controls at cash base to completely 
segregate contaodnated products by category, rather than nixing and 
consingling. 

c. Seak narkets for segregated wastes. 

d. Prograaoing for waste oil incinerators only where the wa^te 
fuel and oil could not be sold or disposed through contracts. 

3. Oil and Hazardous Substance Pollution Prevention and Abatement 

Fuel storage and handling sites are equipped with dikes, catchment 
basins and skimmer ponds. Maintenance cycles for fuel handling equipment 
lave been shortened to provide more frequent inspection of critical parts 
and improved maintenance procedures implemented. Oil separators are 
installed in drainage systems from flight lines, motor pools, auto-hdbby 
shops, service stations, washracks and other similar areas. In addition 
to the spill prevention progran, specific contingency plans are being 
prepared for each facility to provide a quick reaction capability for the 
orderly handling of accidental spills. 

k.    Disposal of Air Munitions 

T. 0. 11A-1^: "General Instructions for Disposal of Air Munitions," 
dated 1 July 1970, was supplemented to insure tuxt munitions would not 
be disposed in the ocean. A general review of all disposal procedures 
outlined in the technical order was performed to determine if disposal 
in accordance with the prescribed procedure would be detrimental to the 
environment. The T.O. is being rewritten to incorporate improved disposal 
methodology and new R&D  initiated to develop environmentally clean disposal 
procedures where knowledge gaps exists. 

5, Photographic Wastes 

The Air Force is conducting a survey of photographic operations to 
determine quantities and types of photo waste and methods of disposal. 
This survey will identify any possible areas of weakness in disposal 
procedures that could lead to pOxlution. 
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A rcMMUrdti project is being cooAwted in coojnnctioa with the 
•arton AFB ffhotqgpra^iic opemtione to reduce tcatic mute hy 
developing iethodology tor the rsgeoemtion of piM3togra|diic bleach. 

6. Wmm», gases. Mists and Vapors 

During the industrial processes that are accoapllshed on an Air 
Force tese, there are ASKS, gases, mists, vapors and dusts that are 
created, these are controlled in the voridLog environnent by an ac- 
tive industrial hygiene progrm. As these are exhausted from the 
buildings they «ay pollute the ataosphere to soae degree. This vill 
be studied to detendne what corrective actions have to be taten. 

I. Research and Developaeot Activities and Requirements 

1. Air Force Weapons Laboratory 

Envlronnenta1 Engineering Technology encompasses the broad look 
at the total environnent and its interaction with man. In its 
broadest sense, the objective is the abatement of those substances 
present in the environment in such quantities and duration as to be 
Injurious to human, plant, or animal life, or which reasonably 
interfere with life and property. The broad approach to man- 
environment relationship necessitated the establishment of five 
research groups. 

a. Water Resources 

(1) The treatment of liquid photographic wastes to examine 
methods for photographic waste treatment, disposal of waste effluents, 
and the regeneration and reclamation of processing solutions. 

(2) The disposal of electroplating waste to determine the 
most economical approach to the disoosal of electroplating wastes 
throughout the Air Force, 

(3) Field testing of the fused diatoroaceous earth water 
filter. The efforts were devoted to determining those modifications 
necessary to make the unit operational under various conditions. 

(It) There was in-house work on a rapid filter utilizing 
synthetic media for the treatment of water. The unique features of 
these synthetic media include reduced weight and high flux rates 
without chemical addition or regeneration. 

(5) Aircraft washrack wastes are being studied to demon- 
strate economical and efficient emulsified oil removal by filtering 
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and centriftogatioo. The ModegradeaMlity of the oil ana grease vllL 
he deteralced as a next step. 

(6) Standards for an economical, simplified and compact 
water and waste water testing laboratory for use by base Corps of 
Engineering personnel are being developed. 

b. Air Resources 

(1) The first of a two>phase program was completed to apply 
an efficient smoke abatement method to fires of JP-U used in aircraft 
crash rescue training. There is a second part programmed for FY 73. 
The system will be constructed and tested during the second phase at 
the Air Force Fire Protection Training School at Chanute AFE, 
Illinois. Another prototype is being constructed and tested at Hill 
AFB, Utah. 

At Hill AFB fire fighting training involves helicopters in the 
area. The effect of the helicopter downwash cm the smoke suppression 
is being tested. 

(2) Jet engine test cells are being studied to develop and 
evaluate concepts for pollution abatement. Fi-esent levels of material 
emissions from some test cells are high. 

(3) An effort is being accomplished to develop pollution 
emission factors for the determination of pollution potential of 
specific Air Force operations for installation purposes. To obtain 
these factors, five representative Air Force bases will be surveyed 
to determine the emission from specific Air Force operations and 
the amcunt of raw material consumed or discharges produced by these 
operations. 

c. Solid Resources 

(1) There has been an in-house study conducted on the 
incineration of plastics commonly found in solid waste and photo- 
graphic film, and determination of gaseous products. It is essential 
to have this knowledge t minimize the environmental insult due to 
the gaseous effluents, 

(2) An in-depth study of a base solid waste management 
program will be conducted during FY 72.    The study will be aimed at 
achieving a more balance of solids entering and leaving with the 
ultimate purpose of developing the most economic and efficient means 
of solid waste processing and disposal techniques. 

(3) Coordination with concerned agencies outside the Air 
Force, such as the Environmental Protection Agency, has continued as 
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I       a neans of keeping abreast of advances and current research in the 
f        field of solid «aste Banagaaent. 

i d. Noise Abatement 

(l) The Federal Aviation AdainistratioB has developed a 
computer procedure to apply to civilian aircraft operations to 
accomplish noise exposure forecasting (HEP). During this year t*ere 

*   has been a demonstration of the applicability of the technique to 
military aircraft operations and the collection of sound data on 
military aircraft. 

e. Ecosystems Technology 

(1) The ecological hazards on Air Force installations to 
include insects, rodent, small animals, birds and other vermin. 
There has been a study on the control of birds at the Rocket Sled 
Test Site, Holloman AFB. Biosonics testing and employment of popula- 
tion reduction techniques have been used as a means of eliminating 
the bird strike hazard. 

(2) There was a laboratory experiment phase conducted 
using the phototaxis control concept. 

Training Programs 

1. Training Personnal in Environmental Pollution Control 

a. Bioenvironmental Engineering Training. The Air Force 
Medical Service conducts an intensive 16-week training course for 
newly assigned Bioenvironmental Engineers. Approximately 35^ of the 
course, which covers the fields of environmental and inaostrial 
hygiene engineering, is concerned directly with abatement and 
evaluation of air, water and noise pollution. 

b. Environmental Projection Course. At this time l60 
Air Force civil and bioenvironmental engineers have completed the 
biyearly two-week course at Air Force Institute of Technology's Civil 
Engineering School on environmental protection. The purpose of the 
course is to provide an understanding of* Air Force environmental 
problems and how to control them. The course's reputation has spread 
to the extent that the Navy now joins the Air Force in sending 
personnel through this training. 

c. Technician and Specialist Training. Courses in water 
and waste processing, pest control, and week control are held at 
Sheppard AFB. These courses are part of the Department of Civil 
Engineering training for the Engineer Environmental Support 
Technician, Entomological and Grounds Maintenance specialists. 
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d. General findroowmtal TndLniog. The Air Force Is 
lovestigfttlng nethods «nd a^nroaches to develop vithln its personnel 
an under jitauading of the environmental goals and how they relate to 
each individual. Areas where specific training needs have been 
identified are; 

(1) During basic training instill general goals and 
individual responsibility for resource conversation and anti- 
litterlng. 

(2) Technical training schools to stress environ- 
nental pollution considerations associated with specific tasks, i.e., 
proper segregation of waste oil to facilitate disposal through 
recycling methods. 

(3) Air Force Professional School to stress the needs 
of management to access all actions for environmental consequences 
and se1ect courses of action that minimize adverse environmental 
factors. 

K. Enhancement of the Environment 

1. Conservation 

Air Force policy is to be a prudent manager of the natural 
resources. Individual bases are encouraged to utilize the best 
management practices for mineral and wildlife resources, by inter-  - 
service agreements with the Department of the Interior and 
Agriculture specialists in conservation fields. 

2. Fisli and Wildlife Policies. 

A cooperative program has been initiated at bases with suitable 
resources to insure a professionally designed and managed program. 
Habitat, stocking, control practices, and pond management information 
is provided by this arrangement as a berdiit to the base and to the 
Nation's conservation practices. Self-help labor. Boy Scouts, Girl 
Scouts, Rod and Gun Clubs, plus base assistance, provide most of the 
labor, as well as materials needed, to improve, ponds, habitat, and 
recreational sites on Air Force bases. Access to bases is generally 
available to outside groups excent in a few cases where security 
conditions or hazards exist. 

Functional responsibility for the Air Force Wildlife Program has 
been assigned to a USAF headquarters at Atlanta, Georgia, an office 
managed by the USAF Foresters. 
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3. natural Beauty 

Eight major conmands and several of the larger bases have 
professional land management specialists (agronomists, foresters, 
landscape architects) assigned to their staffs. Aesthetic ob- 
jectives are consistently maintained in the integration of 
natural areas, forest plantings and landscaped grounds to improve 
appearance of Air Force bases as well as assure optimum land use 
principles. Over 200 Air Force bases have formal land management 
plans, with explicit guidance and master plans for the development 
of these resources as time and funding nermit. Present construction 
nolicy requires the inclusion of adequate landscaping as an 
integral part of the construction effort. The format for the General 
Thomas D. White Environmental Protection Award has been broadened to 
include more aesthetic cmsiderations along with the traditional 
conservation activities. 

k.    Architecture and Site Development, Preservation of Monuments 

The Air Force cooperates with various groups whenever problems 
of historical significance are encountered. Vandenberg AFB recently 
completed a contract with the University of Califcrnia at Santa 
Barbara to survey the base for archaeological sites of significance 
so as to prevent their damage fron construction. 
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Department of Defense Directive 

SUBJECT    £nvircmmefitai Considerations in DoO Actions 

Beferences (a) tfarou^b (q,) are listed in Enclosure 3 

I. HBtOBB AHD SCOPE 

Ihls Directive establishes Depertoent of Defense policy, 
assigns responsibilities, anä provides guidance for the 
inpleaentation of Section 102(2} of reference (a) and refer- 
ences (h) throu^i (k) insofar as those references require 
the inclusion of environmental considerations in the decision- 
making process. 

U. CAMCELLAnOH 

Reference (q.) is hereby cancelled. 

ni. AimcABiLiTr 

The provisions of this Directive apply to the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense, the Military Departments, the Organi- 
zation of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Unified and Specified 
Commands, and Defense Agencies (hereafter referred to 
collectively as "DoD Components"). 

IV. POLICT 

A. At the earliest practicable stage in the planning process 
and in all instances prior to decision, the environmental 
consequences of any proposed action shall be assessed. 

B. Actions that were initiated prior to the enactment of 
P.L. 91-190 (reference (a)) and for which the environ- 
mental consequences have not been assessed should be 
reviewed to ensure that any remaining action is consis- 
tent with the provisions of this Directive. 

Appendix A 



Contimiaticm of lfm 

C. InsoflBr as practicable, ana witfe ajfrcipriate ctamiämn&Sm at 
assigned adsslons ard of ecoKade and tecfanical. factors, jro- 
graas aad actions of all DoD Conpoumts sball be fOLuoed, 
initiated, and eanded out in a aamier to sv$4d adverse 
effects on the quality of the hnsan «wirOBMaat« »aai tails is 
not feasible, all reasonable neastires Aall be taken to nea- 
tralize or nltigate any adverse environKotal lapact of the 
actions. 

D. Hhenever an environoental assaBonent of a recoMweniattop or 
report on a proposal for legislation or of a proposed or con- 
tinuing major action indicates under the criteria in enclosure 
1 that the resulting action nay significantly affect the 
quality of the human environment or may be highly controver- 
sial with regard to cnviroomental impact, a detailed environ- 
mentul statement shall be prepared and processed pursuant to 
the guidance contained in "Statements on Major Federal Actions 
Affecting the Envirotanent" (reference (f)) and in enclosure 2. 
Ihe Secretary of the Army may prescribe separate criteria »ud 
procedures for detezmining the need for and the processing of 
environmental statements with respect to civil functions of 
the Corps of Engineers. 

V. RESTOlBIBILmES 

A. Ihe Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health and Etaviroament} 
shall: 

1. Provide assistance and advice relative to environmental 
statements. 

2. Review draft environmental statements submitted by other 
DoD Components, solicit conments concerning such state- 
ments within the Office of the Secretary of Defense and 
from other appropriate DoD Components, and provide 
consolidated comments to the DoD Component that submitted 
the draft statement. 

3« Review all directives and instructions of the Office of 
the Secretary of Defense to determine if environmental 
statements are required. 

4. Maintain liaison with the Council on Environmental Quality 
(CBCi), the Environmental Protection Agency (EEA) and the 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) with respect to the 
environmental policies affecting the entire Department of 
Defense. 

5. Revise and supplement the enclosures and attachment to 
this Directive or add additional enclosures or attachments 
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OoBfcbaafetflB of W^.% 

9» Mgr W z««died to jU^HaaeBt «ore effectively ^he policies 
«et fart» 1B tide Uzectlve. 

6.   Betritt • tsogf at mA toaft waA Etiml «ninnwrtth} stmUmmtt 
jwyewd «ItUa ttm CCCtee of tbe Secretezy of Defeaee far 
revim Dgr ■oAers of the ydHUc üwn sudi reviev Is requested. 

Xhe Ureetor of Sefease aesasrdt and Bigfneermg, Asslstsni Secre- 
terles of Beft—t, sad Assistants to the Seczetaiy of Oefease 

1«   Monitoar the aggdleatian of palleies contained In tills Sttrec- 
tlve «1th respect to the «nili'wuitm aspects of continuing 
«nd pruposed progwi and projects vitldLn their AmctK&sl 
respcaslMlltles. 

2.   Xinsare that environnental ststenents required for actions 
«llhln ttielr respective offices are frepared and processed. 

3«   Cocatdlnatfe .* t^pe^jrlate with other eleaents of the Depart- 
neat of Befense to jredude dqdiestion or lucoacisteocl«« in 
the jceperation of eawrlroenental statenents for prc^raas cr 
projects «llhln «^telr respective functional responsibilities. 

k,   Becl^jptc a single point of contact vitfaii: their offices for 
netten pertajnlqg to this Directive. 

y Assist A8D(BIS} 1. the reviev of environmental statenents. 

6. Coordinate proposed directives and itistructioos that have ' 
«nriroqnental laplicatioDS with A!3)(BUS}. 

C. She Secretaries of the Military Departoents, Cbainsan of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, and Directors of Defense Agencies for operations 
under their Jurisdictioc, shall: 

1. Kstablish procedures for assessing eavlrozaental consequences 
of continuing and proposed prograns and acticos, in accord- 
ance with the policies contained in this Directive, and for 
the preparation and processing of envircnBental statements 
required for actions within their respective DcO Components. 

?. Establish procedures to insure that all regulations, direc- 
ti-es, instiuctiom», and other major policy publications are 
reviewed for environcaentel ccmsequences, and, vhen such 
conseqeences are sigoificant, withhold publication of issu- 
ances until coapliance with Section 10e(2)(C) of P.L. 91-190 
(reference (a)) has been accomplisbed. 

3. Review enviroBnental statements in their are&a of expertise 
In accordance with reference (f). 
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Cantfxwtian of Y.C. 

k.   Designate a single point of contact for natters per- 
taining to Ulis filrectlre. 

5. Designate, in inpLeaentlng directives, an official 
responsible for naklng draft and final envlronaental 
ststeaents available to the public. 

¥!•    »EWBT CaMBOL SOffiOI. 

Reporting requlreaents contained herein have been assigned 
Reports Control $yribol ID-EBECAR) IO68. 

This Directive is effective incedlately. Three (3) copies of 
the inplenecting docuaients will be focmarded to the ASD(HKE} 
vlthin 60 days. 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Enclosures 3 
1. Detendnatlons of Requirements 

for Envlronaental Statements 
2. Preparatlcn and Processing of 

anrirv'rsjsKjntol Statementc 
3. List of References 
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neEBBOHAXZDRS OP BBQJTRtMBr IDR EHVIKUMraiAL SlMBefiTS 

i.  GjanaAL 

A. Section 102(2) (C) of the Eational Environmental Policy Act of 
1969 (P.L. 91-190) (reference (a)) requires that a detailed 
enviroonental statenent be included in "every reconnendation 
or report on proposals for legislation and other major Federal 
actions significantly affecting the qualify of the human 
environment." 

B. Executive Order 1151^, March 7» 1970 (reference (d)) directs 
the Council on Enviroomental Quality to issue guidelines to 
Federal agencies for the preparation of the environmental 
statements required by Section 102(2)(C) of the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (reference (a)). 

C. On April 23» 1971» the Council on Environmental Quality 
published guidelines for the preparation of environmental 
statements (Statements on Major Federal Actions Affecting 
the Environment, 36 Fed. Reg. 79, 772^ 1971) (reference (f)). 
These guidelines contain general guidance for determining 
when an environmental statement is required. 

D. This enclosure interprets and amplifies the general guide- 
lines of the Council on Environmental Quality for Department 
of Defense actions. 

H. GEOGHAHUCAL LOCATION OF ACTIOKS 

A. Environmental statements are required for actions described 
in paragraphs HI and IV below conducted anywhere in the 
world, except when conducted in, or partly in, areas which 
are in or under the jurisdiction of a nation other than the 
United States. In these latter cases, the DoD Component 
responsible for the action shall provide to the ASD(H&B) 
full particulars, a recommendation as to whether or not a 
statement should be prepared, reasons for the recommendation, 
and an assessment of the effect of a statement on U.S. 
foreign relations. Tne ASD(H&E) shall coordinate these 
latter cases as appropriate, and shall furnish procedural 
instructions to the responsible DoD Component. 

B. Environnental statements are not required for multi-national 
activities (such as NATO) when the DoD Component involved does 
not have primary decision-making authority, or for combat or 
combat-related activities in a combat zone. (See paragraph 
IV.C,5.) 
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C. The OoD Ccnponent shall cooply with applicable eonriraneiital 
laws and policies, even though an enviroonental statement is 
not required. In countries or areas not under U.S. control 
or administration, projects or activities are subject to the 
environmental lavs, regulations and stipulations of the 
foreign government concerned. 

nx. ACTIOB BKgaagp * 

A. The legislative history of the Rational Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969 (reference (a)) and the guidelines of the Council 
on Environmental Quality define major actions as including, 
but not limited tc^ the folloving: 

1. Beccamendations or favorable reports relating to 
legislation, including that for appropriations. 

2. Policies, regulations, and procedures-making. 

3. Projects and continuing activities: 

a. Directly undertaken by Federal agencies; 

b. Supported in whole or in part through Federal 
contracts, grants, subsidies, loans, or other 
forms of funding assistance; and 

c. Involving a Federal lease, pexmit, license, 
certificate, or other entitlement for use. 

B. Each of the above categories of actions requires somewhat 
different considerations in determining vhether an environ- 
mental statement is required. 

IV. ZSVAHJATION OF HBQUIREMBNT FOR ENVIRONMEHTAL STAgMBNT 

A. Proposals for legislation, annual authorization requests, and 
favorable reports on legislation: 

1. Proposals for legislation (other than requests for inclu- 
sion in annual authorization requests). Prior to prepar- 
ing a legislative proposal, the DoD Component shall assess 
the environmental consequences of the proposal using the 
factors in attachment 1. If it is determined that the pro- 
posal would significantly affect the environment, an 
environmental statement is required and shall be submitted 
with the proposal. 

2, Annual authorization requests. 
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a. Prior to sabnitting authorizing legislation requests pur- 
suant to Section 1*12, Public Lav 86-1^9, as amended, 
(reference (l)) or the annual Military Construction 
Authorization Bill, the envlxonaental consequences of each 
iten requested for inclusion shall be assessed by the DcD 
Conponent naking the requests using the factors in attach- 
ment 1. Further, the Component is required to prepare an 
enviroiomental statement for each item that «ill signifi- 
cantly affect the enviroanent unless the itec is part of a 
continuing project or program for «hieb an envirocmental 
statement has previously been processed, and the environ- 
mental consequences of the item are not expected to 
deviate significantly from those identified in the prior 
statement. 

b. Three copies of each required draft statement shall be 
submitted «1th the requests (see Section III of enclo- 
sure 2). 

3. Favorable reports on legislation: 

a. If the Department of Defense is not the Federal agency 
that has primary responsibility for the subject matter 
involved in the legislative item, no environmental state- 
ment is required from the Department of Defense. If it 
is not clear from the legislative item whether the 
Department of Defense is the primary Federal agency respon- 
sible for the subject matter Involved in the legislative 
item, advice should be sought from the General Counsel, 
Department of Defense. 

b. If the Department of Defense is the Federal agency that has 
primary responsibility for the subject; matter involved in 
the legislative itemj the DoD Component responsible for 
pjeparing the DoD report on the item shall assess the envir- 
onmental consequences of the proposal, using the fa»- jrs in 
attachment 1 to this enclosure. If the assessment Indicates 
that the proposal would significantly affect the quality of 
the human environment, an environmental statement is re- 
quired and should accompany the report. 

B. Policy, Regulations, and Procedure Making. 

1. This shall be construed to apply to publications including, but 
not limited to, directives, instructions, regulations, iaanuals, 
or major policy statements of all DoD Components. 

2. The DoD Component shall assess the environmental consequences, 
using the factors in attachment 1 to this enclosure, for each 
proposed publicatioxi. If it is determined that actions gener- 
ated by the publication will significantly affect the 
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envlrooBent, an emriromeotal statenent is required unless the 
publication is an ingplenentation of a publication from another 
S6D Conponent and the environmental consequences will not 
deviate significantly frost those of the basic publication. In 
these latter cases, the DoD Conponent responsible for the basic 
publication has the responsibility for asressing the environ- 
mental consequences of its publication and preparing an 
environmental statement. 

3. If a proposed publication of a DöD Component is to be published 
for the purpose of implementing a Federal lav or a .publication 
of an agency outside of the Department of Defense, and actions 
resulting from the law or publication will significantly affect 
the quality of the environment, an environmental statement is 
required unless an environmental statement which covers the 
environmental impact of the DoD Component's publication was 
submitted In connection with adoption of the law or the other 
agency's publication. 

C. Projects and Continuing Activities. 

1. This category Includes the majority of the operations and 
activities of DoD Components. The Components are encouraged 
to develop plans, programs, and procedures for routine projects 
and continuing activities having an impact on the environment. 
Environmental statements should be prepared for these plans, 
programs, and procedures rather than for particular or Indi- 
vidual actions taken pursuant to these plans, programs, or 
procedures. Only when a particular proposed action Involves a 
potential Impact on the environment not considered in the 
environmental statement for the applicable plan, program, or 
procedure, will it be considered necessary to prepare an Impact 
statcaent on tnat individual or particular proposed action. 

[ 2. Each proposed project or activity shall be assessed for environ- 
mental consequences, using the factors in attachment 1, and: 

a. If It is determined that the action will not significantly 
affect the environment, any written assessment of the 
environmental aspects of an anticipated action shalj. be 
retained by bhe Conponent making -Mie assessment until the 
action is completed. (See paragraph D of attachment 1 :o 
this enclosure.) 

b. If it is determined that the action will have a signifi- 
cant effect on the environment, a statement is required, 
unless it is excepted by paragraphs 3, *+, or 5 below. 
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3* If AD environmental statement «as submitted for a project or 
activity in accordance nith paragraph I?*A. of this enclosure, no 
additional environmental statement is required for that project 
or activity unless it appears that there will be significant 
adverse environmental consequences from the project or activity 
that «ere not covered by the environmental statement. 

h.   If a project or activity is being carried out pursuant to a pub- 
lication for which an environmental statement was submitted in 
accordance with paragraph IV.fi» of this enclosure, no environ- 
mental statement is required for that project or activity unless 
it appears that there will be significant adverse environmental 
consequences from that project or activity that were not covered 
by the environmental statement. 

5. Combat or combat-related activities in a combat zone, riot control 
activities, and other emergency activities do not require environ- 
mental statements. However, the intentional disposal of hazardous 
substances cr of other materials in the oceans shall not be con- 
strued to be combat or combat-related activities. 

6. On occasion, lavs other than the National Environmental Policy 
Act (reference (a)), such as those in reference (c), require the 
Department of Defense to gain approval of another Federal agency 
before commencing certain types of actions that may have environ- 
mental consequences. Compliance with the requirements of such laws 
does not relieve the responsible official from preparing and pro- 
cessing an environmental statement if the proposed action is a 
major action that would significantly affect the quality of the 
human environment. However, insofar as practicable, the draft 
environmental statement format should be used in complying with 
other laws to minimize duplication of efforts. 

Attachment - 1 
Major Action Significantly Affecting 

the Quality of the Human Environment 
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lÄUOR iUSCIOT SI(OTPICAH53y AITBCIIHG TBK 
QURLBy OF USE HUMAN BWIBOllffillT 

A. It is inpossible to list categorically all DoD projects or 
activities that are "major Federal actions significantly affecting 
the quality of the human environmenttt. In making a Judgment in a 
particular case, it will be necessary for the proponent of the 
action to assess the expected environmental effects of the action 
In conjunction with the intent of the National Environmental Policy 
Act (HEPA) as implemented by the Council on Environmental Quality 
(CBQ). It is essential that all the environmental effects of an 
action be assessed, whether those effects are adverse or bene- 
ficial. In determining whether or not the effects of an action 
are significant, the proponent must evaluate the nature and 
degree of all effects on the environment. These may be signifi- 
cant even though the net environmental effect of the proposed 
action will be beneficial. 

6. DoD Components shall insure that a decision is not made until the 
environmental consequences of the decision have been assessed. 
If the assessment indicates that the decision will either affect 
the environment on a large geographical scale or have a serious 
environmental effect in a more restricted geographical area, the 
proposed action shall be considered a Major Action Significantly 
Affecting the Quality of the Human Environment (MASAQHB), and the 
decision shall be deferred until Federal agencies possessing 
special expertise or persons affected by the environmental effects 
of the decision have had an opportunity to present their views. 
It is necessary to consider not only the degree of effect on the 
e /ironment but also the scope of the action and the potential 
effect of the action on other persons. 

1. If a DoD Component or a major military command intends to take 
an action thai will influence subactivlties in many subordi- 
nate units, and the subactivlties will each affect, the 
environment, the action is probably a MASAQHE even though a 
single subactivity may not be in that category. For example, 
a limited maneuver or training exercise by small elements of 
a Military Department might rot be a major action nor would 
it normally affect the environment significantly. However, 
if a Military Department intended to publish a regulation that 
includes provisions prescribing the environmental consider- 
ations that were to be giver to the planning of all training 
exercises or maneuvers of the DoD Component for an indefinite 
period of time, then it might be expected that such a regula- 
tion would have a significant effect on the quality of the 
environment because it would govern numerous activities which 
individually would have some effect on the environment. Thus, 
the regulation should be construed to be a MASAQHE. 
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i 
2. An example at on action that should be classified as a MASAQBB I 

because of a localised effect is an extreaely noisy activity 
conducted by a SoD Cottponent near a residential area, «here 
the resulting noise night seriously affect the comfort of \ 
residents of the area. In keepfn« vith the inlent of WSSk, no 
decision should be made to take any action until those resi- 
dents have been given an opportunity to preseat their views, 
and their views have been carefully considered. 

C. Just as it is inpossible to categorize all actions, so is it 
impossible to list in advance all of the environaental factors to 
be considered. The proponent of the action should consider all 
aspects of the action to determine if it will interfere unreason- 
ably with the living conditions of men, wildlife, or marine life, 
or with any ecosystems on an ianediate, short-range or long-range 
basis. Kcaaples of factors to be considered are: 

1. Effect on water. 

a. Will the action: 

(1) Introduce toxic or hazardous substances or signifi- 
cant amounts ot chemicals, organic substances or 
solid wastes into bodies of water, 

(2) Significantly increase sedimentation in a body of 
water, or 

(3) Significantly alter the temperature of a body of 
water? 

b. Will the action improve the qviallty of a body of water? 

2. Effect on atmosphere. 

a. Will the action result In emissions inr,o the atmosphere 
of toxic or hazardous substances or significant amounts 
of other pollutants? 

b. Will the action reßult in the creation of excessive 
noise, considering the proximity of and the likely 
effects of the noise on humpus or wildlife? 

c. Will tue action tend to reduce the amount of pollution 
in the atmosphere? 

3. Effect on natural resources. 

a. Win the action result in sigcl .'leant destruction of 
vegetation, wildlife or mwrine life? 
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b. Will the action enhance the quality of vegetation, wild- 
life car marine life? 

c. Will the action significantly affect soil quality? 

d. Will the action result in contamination or deterioration 
of food or food sources? 

K   Other values. 

a. Will the action significantly affect, beneficially or 
adversely, the health or welfare of men, including 
aesthetic considerations? 

b. Will the action significantly affect, beneficially or- 
adversely, other forms of life or ecosystems of which 
they are a port? 

D. Certain types of actions require close environmental scrutiny 
because of the possibility that they may either affect the 
quality of the environment or create environmental controversy. 
It may be desirable in such cases to have a complete presenta- 
tion of the environmsntal aspects of the proposed action 
available for any interested party. For these reasons, consider- 
ation shall be given to assessing the environmental effects of 
the following types of actions in writing even though a detailed 
assessment indicates that the action is not a MASAQBE. 

1. Development or purchase of a new type of aircraft, ship or 
vehicle, or oi a substantially modified propulsion system for 
ary aircraft, ship or vehicle. 

2. Development or purchase of a new weapon system. 

3» Real estate acquisitions or outleases of land. 

4. Construction projects. 

5. New Installations (bases, posts, etc.). 

6. Disposal of biological or chemical munitions, pesticides or 
herbicides other than in the manner in which they are Intended 
to be used. 

7. Intentional disposal of any substances in a sifT'ificant quan- 
tity or on a continuing or periodic basis. 

8. Mission changes which increase the number of personnel in an 
area to a degree that will tax the environmental capability 
of the local civilian community. 
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9* Any action Vhlch, because of real, potential or purported 
adverse environaental consequences, is a subject of contro- 
versy among people Hho will he affected by the action, or 
vbich, eltfaougb not the subject of controversy, is liloely to 
create controversy vben the proposed action becones known by 
the public. 

E. Even though a written assessment supports the conclusion that an 
action is not a MASAqBE, an environmental impact statement should 
be written on a proposed action vhich becomes highly controversial 
because of environmental aspects« The environmental statement 
may be based on the infonaation contained In the assessment. 

L 
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ISEBKRMOOlf AHD VBOCBSSSSd OF EHVIRQOMBß%L SSATBtBRES 

I.    GaCBMi 

Preparation of emrlromental statenents shall be based on con- 
siderations discussed In the guidelines of the Council on 
Environmental Quality (CBft) and the following guidance. These 
directions are intended to assure consistency of effort in pre- 
paring statenents. 

A. A careful, objective detailing of environmental impacts, 
alternatives, and implications of proposed projects and 
activities should give reviewers both within and outside the 
Department of Defense insight into the particulars associated 
with the action. The general public, environmental action 
groups, special interest associations, governmental agencies, 
and Congressional Cosamittees will expect the statements to be 
a valid source of information on proposed actions, as well as 
a reflection of how the DoD Component views environmental 
factors and seeks to acconmodate them. Since the statements 
must whenever possible be made available to the public, it 
must be assumed that they will receive careful scrutiny. The 
statements should be systematic presentations of environ- 
mental impacts. 

£. A statement should describe physical and environmental aspects 
sufficiently to permit evaluation and independent appraisal 
of the favorable and adverse environmental effects of each 
proposal. It should be simple and concise, yet should Include 
all pertinent facts. Length will depend upon the particular 
proposal and the nature of its impacts. 

C. A statement should not be limited to ultimate conclusions, but 
should contain in support of such conclusions a thorough 
evaluation of all factors affecting the potential environ- 
mental impact of the proposal. 

D. Rather than serving as a means for assisting or supporting 
project Justification, a statement should include a complete 
and objective appraisal of the environmental effects, bene- 
ficial and adverse, and of available alternatives. In no 
case should adverse effects, either real or potential, be 
ignored or slighted in an attempt to justify an action pre- 
viously recoaaaended. Similarly, care must be taken to avoid 
overstating favorable effects. 

E. In developing and obtaining the necessary information to pre- 
pare a statement, consultation with other Federal, State, and 
local agencies is encouraged. 
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U. (»gCBLir OF STftgaffiRT 

übe hocy of an envlronmentel statement shall contain the follow- 
ing separate sections with the length of each teing adequate to 
identify and develop the required information. 

A. Project description. Describe the proposal by name and 
specific location and summarize its objectives and the activ- 
ities which will ensue if it is adopted. Provide technical 
data adequate to permit a careful assessment of environ- 
mental impact by cocnenting agencies. Where relevant, maps 
should be provided. 

B. The probable environmental impac of the proposed action. 

1. Identify the probable direct and secondary enviroanental 
consequences of the proposed action. This shs'l include 
commentary on the direct impact on nian,s health and. 
welfare and his surroundings through such media as air, 
water, or food. Threats to other forms of life and 
their ecosystems shall be included. Examples of primary 
and secondary environmental consequences that should be 
identified are the primary noise impact on a community 
from proposed military circraft operations and the 
secondary impact on future land use which may result 
from such operations. 

2. Discuss both the beneficial and detriim ital aspects of 
the environmental changes, placing some relative value 
on the impacts described. 

3» Identify remedial and protective measures which could be 
taken in response to adverse effects of environmental 
impacts. Such measures taken for the minor or short- 
lived negative aspects of the project shall be discussed 
in this section. 'Uhe adverse effects which cannot be 
satisfactorily dealt with shall be considered in greater 
detail along with their abatement and mitigation measures 
in the following section. 

C. Any probable adverse environmental effects which cannot be 
avoided should the proposal be implemented. Discuss the 
unavoidable adverse effects and the implications thereof, 
and identify the abatement measures proposed to rectify 
these and an estimation of their effectiveness. In addition 
to an evaluation of damage to the natural environment, this 
would include an evaluation of the extent to which human 
health or safety, aesthetically or culturally valuable sur- 
rc''"dings, standards of living, and other aspects of life 
will be sacrificed or endangered. 
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D. Alternatives to the proposed action. Describe the various alter- 
natives considered^ their general environmental iiqpact, and the 
reasons) why each was not recomaended. Identify alternatives 
as to their beneficial and detrimental effects on the environ- 
mental elements, specifically taking into account the 'alternative 
of no action. Include with these alternatives economic, techni- 
cal, and operational considerations, as well as their environ- 
mental impact. Discuss any other pertinent poiuts not previously 
mentioned such as requirements of statutes or DdD Directives that 
influence or limit alternatives* 

B. The relationship between local short-term use of man's environnent 
and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term prcductivity. """"" 
Assess the cumulative and long-term impacts of the proposed action 
with the view that each generation is a trustee of the environ- 
ment for succeeding generations. Give special attention to 
considerations that would narrow the range of beneficial uses of 
the environment or pose long-term risks to health or safety. Sie 
propriety of any action should be weighed against the potential 
for damage to man's life support system - the biosphere - thereby 
guarding against the short-sighted foreclosures of future options 
or needs. 

F. Any irreversible and irretrievable conmitnents of resources which 
would be involved in the proposed action should it be implemented. 
Discuss irrevocable uses of resources, changes in land use, 
destructioi) of archeological or historical sites, unalterable 
disruptions in ecosystems, and other effects that would curtail 
the diversity and range of beneficial uses of the environment 
should the proposal be implemented. 

G. Summary sheet. The environmental statement shall be accompanied 
by a suTumary sneet which must provide the following information. 

1. Indicate whether the statement is draft or final. 

2. Give the name of the action and indicate whether it is an 
administrative or legislative action. 

3. Provide a brief description of the action and indicate what 
geographical region (States and counties) is particularly 
ai'fected. 

h.    Sunmarize the environmental impact and adverse environmental 
effects. 

5. List alternatives considered. 

6. a. (For draft statements) List all Federal, State, and local 
agencies from which comments have bten requested. 
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b. (For final stataMnU) Ust all Fedenl, State, and 
local agenclea and other aoureec tram lAddi «ritten 
eo—nte bane bean received. 

7« Frovlde the dates the draft «tateBent and final atate- 
■ent were aade available to the Oft and the ptibllc. 

nz. naffT soaasBB 

A. Draft stateaents are those statements that have beec prepared 
in accordance with the guidance of this enclosure and for 
vhich review cn—piits will be requested fn» other DoD 
Covpooents, the C81,  and appropriate Federal, State, and 
local agencies. 

1. Tbree (3) copies of draft stateaents relating to Section 
412, Public Lav 86-149, as aoended (reference (l)), or 
the annual Military Construction Bill raust accoqpany 
the recomnendation throu^i agency review procedures. 
Distribution to other agencies and to the public for 
conments shall be withheld until the legislative request 
has been forwarded to the Congress. At that time, 
statements relating to specific items included in the 
proposals shall be distributed, by the DoD Component, 
as appropriate, for comment. 

2. In other cases where premature release would be contrary 
to existing administrative procedures or otherwise be 
inappropriate, distribution to other agencies and to 
the public for comments shall be made at the earliest 
appropriate time. 

3. MoriBally it should not be necessary for a DoD Component 
to obtain QASD(BSsE) approval prior to distributing the 
draft environmental statement outside the Department of 
Defense, ühi«! procedure does not alter any requirement 
that may exist to coordinate the action itself within 
OSD prior to public release or to follow appropriate 
security review procedures, 

k.    The advice of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public 
Affairs) shall be obtained through established command 
channels before routing outside of the Department of 
Defense environmental statements that have significant 
public affairs implications. The official designated 
by a D6D Component to make determinations regarding re- 
lease of draft environmental statements outside of the 
Department of Defense should consult with Public Affairs* 
officers to fajiiliarize himself with the subject matter 
they consider to be newsworthy and to advise them of all 
requests from the news media. 
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Mbject to tbe imqulxmrntm at geftereaw (■} aid (n) pertalnli« 
to ttie IdeBtiilotlcPj aafsguHrlliK, and ill wlmiTliii of CGUMMI- 
fled tntaemtUm ana to zvftncnee (o) pertaining to securl^r 
zeviev f!gr jtibllc xelaaae ajftxwal, distrSbutlan of the dxaft 
•tatewBt Aall be as fbllow: 

1« ünree (3) ecfdes to QiaD(au). (theae copies «re to addition 
to thoee rs^alzed ty pazagrafh HULL abofe. ) 

2« Sen (10) cofdea to tite OR. 

3. Fltre (5) copies to tbe BHL. 

4. Two (S) copies to ^pwpriate Federal agencies having Jurle- 
dlction hgr lav or special expertise nith respect to any 
envtroBSKatal imsact involved. (Appendix U of the CBR 
Quidellnes.) 

5. Two (2) copies to State and local agencies authorized to 
develop end enforce environnental standards «hen the pro- 
posed action affects natters within their Jurisdiction. These 
copies shall be sent to the appropriate State and regional or 
metropolitan clearinghouses in accordance with the procedures 
prescribed in 0MB Circular No. A-95 unless the Governor of 
the State Involved has designated some other point of contect 
for obtaining the State and local agency review. The clear- 
inghouses are listed in the Directory of State, Metropolitan, 
and Regional Clearinghouses under 0MB Circular No. A-9? (Re- 
vised) of April 19, 1971 (reference (k)). 

6. At such time as the draft statement Is forwarded to the CBQ, 
other Federal, State and local agencies, it shall be made 
available to the public (to any organization or individual 
upon request) in accordance with reference (p). In appro- 
priate cases, the DoD Component shall solicit the views of 
public organizations and hold public hearings on the proposed 
action. Views of public organizations and public hearings 
are appropriate in the following situations: 

a. Uhere the proposed action by the agency will have a direct 
or peculiar iarpact on the people residing in a particular 
geographical area. 

b. Uhere public organization or meobcrs of the public 
possess expertise concerning the Impact of the action that 
may not otherwise be available. 

c Where no overriding consideration of national security or 
time dakes it Illegal or impracticable to involve such 
organizations or members of the public in the consider- 
ation of a proposed action in which there is evidence of 
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vide pdOlc interest. Wo piiOie taearliifi need be 
belA In cooneetlon vlth jorapoeed legislAtioii in Tiev 
of the cfpcctunltgr ftxr paiilic hferlim 1& coonectjU» 
vli2i CoBgreseixnü. cooslderatlni of tlie IKUX« FtaiUc 
hmuiagß Aallbe conflnetea lufonnlljr end need not 
lie jpraJjonged beyonl e ifnimwlilf tlae neoessezy to 
cbteln a representative -fiev of tbe -various segsents 
of public interest. 

7. 9ie DdD Cosponent seeking review eo—ents mj establish 
tine Units of not less than 30 dagrs for reply except 
that «taenever an action related to air or water qpslity, 
noise abatewent and control, pesticide regulation, solid 
vaste disposal, radiation criteria and standards, or 
other provisions of the authority of the Adninletrator 
of the BnTirosaental Protection Agency is involved, a 
period of 1*5 days Shall be aUowed for review. If the 
agency consulted does uot reply within the established 
tine Unit, it nay be presuned that the agency has no 
coonent to make, unless a request for a specified exten- 
sion of tine has been made. DdD Components should 
endeavor to comply with request for extensions of time 
up to 13 days. 

XV. FTOAL SgftgBfflgf 

A. Final statements are prepared after receipt of review com- 
ments provided by other agencies. In many cases the final 
statements can be prepared by making minor revisions to the 
draft statement and attaching the review comments received 
fron other sources. In other cases, it may be necessary to 
make major revisions to the draft statement. In either case, 
it may be appropriate to provide a discussion of problems 
and objections raised by other Federal, State, and local 
agencies and by private organizations and individuals and the 
disposition of the Issues Involved. Along with the conments 
received, this discussion should be attached to the final 
text of the environmental statement. 

B. Subject to the requirements of references (m) and (n) per- 
taining to the identification, safeguarding and dissemina- 
tion of classified information and of reference (o) 
pertaining to security review for public release approval, 
distribution of the final statement shall be as follows: 

1. One (l) copy to QASD(H&E). 

2. Icn (lO) copies to the CBft- 

3. Five (5) copies of final statements relating to Section 
Ul2, Public Law 86-11*9, as amended (reference (l)), or 
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the Anaufll Nllltazy Constructiob AuttiorisatiCD Bill to 
tbe aoproprlste Coogf wwlootj CoMd.'t'fcees of the Senste 
anA of ttae House of Bepreeentatlves. 

4.   Hie flnnl statement also sSiall be aade available to the 
public in aooordaace «ith reference (p). 

v. gggw taaaD BBTOBE AM ACEB» cm BB JMB| 

A. It is important that draft envirvaaKntal stateaents be pre- 
pared and circulated for eameut and fümisbed to the CBi 
early enou^i in the reviev process before an action is taken 
in order to pendt meaningful consideration of the emriron- 
■ental issues Involved. To the modmm extent practicable no 
adsinistrative action (i*e., any proi<osed action to be taken 
other than proposals for legislation or reports on legisla- 
tion) shall be taken sooner than 90 days after a draft 
envimnmental stateaent has befen circulated for comDent and 
fUrvlshed to the CBI, and, except vbexe advance public dis- 
closure «ill result in significantly Increased costs of 
procurement, made available to the public. Seither shall 
such administrative action be taken sooner than 30 days after 
the final text of the environmental statement (together «1th 
comments) has been made available to the CBft and the public. 
Consequently, the minimum «siting period after submission of 
the draft statement is 90 days because the 30-day period and 
90-day period may run concurrently to the extent that they 
overlap. 

B. When it is not practical for a DoD Component to comply with 
the time requirements contained in paragraph V.A., above, the 
DoD Component shall request the Council on Environmental 
Quality to waive a portion of the time requirtment for that 
specific action. If negotiations in this regard are not 
successful, the DoD Component shall advise i\SD(H&E). 

C. If It is impossible for an agency to comply with the time 
requirements of paragraph m.B., above, the DoD Component 
shall forward the draft environmental statement with an 
explanation of tbe facts and circumstances that preclude 
adherence to the time requirements to ASD(H&E), who shall 
attempt to resolve the Issues involved. The proposed action 
shall not be initiated until the time problem has been satis- 
factorily resolved unless such action is authorized by the 
Secretary or Deputy Secretary of Defense. 

VI. CLASSIFIED EMVIR01HEKEAL SIATEMEWS 

The fact that a proposed action is of a classified nature does 
not relieve the proponent of the action from complying with the 
requirements of this Directive. Environmental statements, both 
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draft aai final, ahall be jacfaved, aafeguaxded, and Oiaaeatnated 
la aecoxdaiMc vitt tb* usual requlznents ajplicable to claaslfied 
infoonaKtlca (references (■) and (&})• When feasible, these state- 
■ents Shall be crganised In such a Maaner that classified portions 
can be induded as aaaauea, so that the andasslfled portions can 
be aade wailrtde to tbe ptihlic. 

vn. aocBaaiiB BwmaMBMiL QSUXBOBB ORXODMISD BX OIHB RCBRAL 

A. BwlroMcntal statenents «111 be referred to -&e Separtaent 
of Defense by otiier federal agencies for two reasons; 

1. Where a proposed action nay affect natters over vhich 
Oepaztaent of Defense has jurisdiction by la». 

2. Where a proposed action nay have enviroonental effects 
In an area lAere a DoD Coegonent has been designated In 
Appendix n of the CSU Guidelines as possessing special 
expertise« 

B. Coonents of a DcD Component on an environnental statement 
prepared by another Federal agency should nonaally be re- 
stricted to the aspect cf the action for Vhich the statonent 
was referred. 

C. When a request for review and comnent on an environmental 
statement prepared by another Federal agency is received by 
QASD(B&E}, it shall deterudne which DoD Components should 
review the environmental statement. 

1. When it has been determined that a single DoD Component 
should be respcnsible for the review, OASD(HKE) shall 
request that the DoD Component reply directly to the 
agency involved. The DoD Component shall provide one (l) 
copy of the reply to OASD(B&E) and tec (lO; copies to the 
CBi. 

2. When it has been determined that more than one DoD Compo- 
nent should review the statement, the QASD(H&E) shall 
prepare a consolidated review report or designate the DoD 
Component with primary interest to prepare such a report. 
The OASD(B&B) shall forward the consolidated report to 
the requesting agency and provide ten (lO) copies to the 
CBft. 

D. When a requeet for review and comnent on an environmental 
statement from another Federal agency is received directly 
by a DoD Component, that DoD Component shall reply directly 
to the requesting agency. Also, that Component shall forward 
one (l) copy of the reply to QA8D(B&E) and ten (lO) copies to 
the CUft. 

8 
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Public Lav 91-190, "Batlooal Bavlronmental Policy Act of 1969", 
January 1, 1970. 

Public Lew 91-60^, "Clean Air Amendaents of 1970", Decenfcer 31, 
1970. 

Section 409 of Public Lav 91-121, "Armed Forces Appropriatiou 
AutLorizatian, 1970", Noveniber 19, 19619, as amenäed by Section 
506 of Public Lav 91-44-1, "Armed Forces Appropriation Authoriza- 
tion, 1971n, October 7, 1970. 

Executive Order 11514, "Protection and Enhancement of Environ- 
mental Quality", March 7, 1970 (35 Fed Reg 46, 4247 (l970)). 

Executive Order 11507, "Prevention, Control, and Abatement of Air 
and Water Pollution at Federal Facilities", February 5, 1970 
(35 Fed Reg 25, 2573 (1970)). 

Executive Office of the President, Council on Environmental 
Quality, "Statements on Major Federal Actions Affecting the 
Environment", April 23, 1971 (36 Fed Reg 79, 7724 (1971)). 

Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and 
Budget, "Proposed Federal Actions Affecting the Environment", 
Bulletin No. 71-3, August 31, 1970. 

DoD Directive 5100.50, "Protection and Enhancement of Environ- 
mental Quality", June 23, 1970. 

DoD Directive 5500.5 , "Katural Resources 
Management", May 24, 1965. 

Conservation and 

Executive Office of the President, Office of Maiiagement and 
Budget. Circular No. A-95 (Revised), February 9, 1971 (Parts I 
and II). 

"Directory of State, Metropolitan and Regional Clearinghouses", 
under (MB Circular No. A-95 (Revised), April 19, 1971. 

Public Law 86-149, "To Authorize Certain Construction at Military 
Installations and for Other Purposes", August 10, 1959' 

DoD Directive 5200.1, "Safeguarding Official Information in the 
Interests of the Defense of the U.S.", July 10, 1968. 

DoD Instruction 5210.47, "Security Classification of Official 
Information", December 31, 1964. 
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(o) DoD Directive 5230.9, "dleaxance of DoiD Public lDfognutlflnN, 
Deceaber 2k, 1966. 

(p) DoD ttLrectlve 51»00.7, "AvailAUlty to the Public of DoO Infor- 
maticm", June 23, 1$S7» 

(q) DBEBBCDEP Menarendia, "Interim Ouldelinee on ttwlromental 
Statenents'*, August 8, 1970. (herÄy cancelled) 
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1972 Mllltaiy Construction Progra» 

KPARINarF KANE OP  CQOT  
•STKÜE       OR OOMPOBBW     IMSTAUATIOB 1ro IjAIffi 

Alabaaa     Araqr Annlston Any Depot     1^1,000 — 
Fbrt Rucker 1,569,000 
Redstone Arsenal       2,^1^,000 

State Total (^,32«>,000) 

Alaska       An^jr                  Alaska General                  — 22^,000 
Pt Greelcy ^,000 102,000 
Ft Richardson                     — 295,000 
Pt ttdmnright                    — 87,000 

Havy Haval Ocnnualca- 
tlon Sta, Mak — l,2l»5,000 

Naval Arctic Research 
Lab, Barrow 1,200,000 910,000 

Air Force   Cape Llsbume AFS __- 167,000 
— 139,000 

Cape Romanzoff AFS — 163,000 
Canploc AFS 111,000 
Ft Yukon AFS ... 110,000 
Galena Airport -— 25^,000 
Indian Mountain AFS —- 430,000 
Kbtzebue AFS — 119,000 
Murphy Dome — 147,000 
Kbdlak — 304,000 
Shemya AFS 524,000 770,000 
Sparrevohn AFS — 324,000 
Tatellna AFS — 171,000 
Tin City AFS — 171,000 
King Salmon Airport — 105,000 

State Total (2,228,000) (6,21)8,000) 

Amy       Pine Bluff Arsenal 1,735,000 1,543,000 
State Total (1,735,000) (1,543,000) 

Arkansas 

California Amy      Riverbank AAP — 1,367,000 
Sharpe Army Depot 216,000       — 

Navy       Naval Security Gp 
Actvty, Skaggs Isl — 1,046,000 

B-l 

! 

t 

APPENDIX B 
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KANB OP  POST 

DBTALLATKW       "ÄS 

Oallfornla 
(cont'd)  Bsvy 

(Cön't) 

Colorado 

Florida 

Georgia 

Marine Corps Base, 
Cp Beodleton 

Maval Fuel Depot, 
San Bedro 

Haval Air Station, 
lemoore — 

Naval Station, 
Long Beach        — 

Haval Training Cntr, 
San Diego       k29,QOO 

Haval Station, 
San Francisco      — 

Haval Undersea Re- 
search & Devlpt 
Ctatr, San Diego     — 

Air Force  Cumbria AFS, San Luis 
Obispo — 

Edwards AF3, Nuroc 1,1*23,000 
McClellan AFB, 

Sacramento        — 
State Total (2,068,000) 

Air Force  Lowry AFB, Denver   195,000 
US Air Force 

Acadeqy, 
Colorado Sprgs      — 

State Total (195,000) 

Air Force  Bglin AFB, 
Valparaiso 

Patrick AFB 
Coco Beach 

Eastern Test Range, 
Cape Kennedy 

State Total 

Army      Fort Benning 
Fort Gordon 
Fort Stewart 

State Total 

135*000 

103,000 

319>000 
(557,000) 

1,179,000 
1,663,000 

729,000 
(3,571,000 

WA3ER 

1»89,000 

225,000 

2,if79,000 

773,000 

102,000 

200,000 

67,000 
125,000 

260,000 
(7,153,000) 

379,000 
(379,000) 

759,000 

(759,000) 
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Bavsll Any 

Havy 

Heleaaoo                             — 

Naval Air Sta, 
Barters Pt, Oabu       120,000 

Navel Commmicatlon 
St, Honolulu, Oabu   151,000 

Marine Corps Air Sta- 
tion, Kaneohe Bay     6U,000 

Naval Supply Cntr, 
Pearl Harlwr, Oahu 

Haval Shipyard, Pearl 
Harbor, Oahu                72,000 

Pacific Missile Huge 
Facility, Barking 
Sands                               — 

Navy Puhlle «brlcs Cbtr, 
Pearl Harbor, Oahu   101,000 

200,000 

121,000 

323,000 

State Total                            (508,000) (6^4,000) 

Idaho Air Pbrce Mountain Hone AFB, 
Mountain Home             199,000 ._- 

State Total                             (199,000) — 

Illinois Anqy Joliet AAP                     176,000 
Rock Island Ars.       2,l|-71*,000 

1,316,000 

Air ibrce Scott AFB, 
Belleville                    296,000 -.- 

State Total                          (3,7^6,000) (1,316,000) 

Indiana Army 

Navy 

Ft Ben Harrison             ^68,000 
Indiana AAP 
Jefferson P.G.               319,000 

Naval Ammo Depot, 
Crane                            869,000 

89,000 

133,000 

Air Force Grissom AFB, 
Bunker Hill                 65^,000 000 

State Total                           (2,310)000) (222,000) 

Iowa Army Iowa AAP                                — 297,000 
State Total (297,000) 
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DEPARBEHT NAME OF COST 
STATE OR OOMPOHENT INSTALLATION AIR WATER 

Kansas Aray Kansas AAP 

566,000 
101,000 

Defense Sply 
Agency 

State 

Defense Industrial 
Plant Equpmt Fac, 
Atchlson 

Total 
28,000 

(594,000) (101,000) 

Kentucky Army 

State 

Fort Campbell 
Fort Khox 

Total 

363,000 
1,978,000 
(2,341,000) 

142,000 
(142,000) 

Louisiana i   Army Louisiana AAF 

State Total 
— 404,000 

(404,000) 

Maine Air Ibrce 

State 

Charleston AFS, 
Charleston 

Total 
99,000 
(99,000) 

  

Maryland Army Edgewood Ars. 
Fort Ritchie 
Topo Command 

333,000 
426,000 

110,000 

Navy Naval Communication 
Sta, Cheltenham 

Naval Ord Sta, 
Indian Head 

Naval Ord Lah, 
vfliite Oak 

— 164,000 

196,000 

170,000 

Air Rjrce 

State 

Andrews AFB, 
Camp Springs 

Total 
175,000 
(508,000) (1,068,000) 

Mass. Air Force 

State 

L.G. Hanscom Fid, 
Bedford 

Total ::: 
167,000 
(167,000) 

Michigan Arnor Detroit Ars. — 88,000 

Air Force 

State 

Smpire AFS, 
Traverse City     120,000 

K.I. Sawyer AFB, 
Marquette        415,000 

Sault Ste. Marie AFS, 
Sault Ste. Marie   56,000 

Total            (591,000) 

1,250,000 

(1,338,000) 
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DEPAR1MBNT    NAME OF  QOST  
STATE   OR COMFONEMT  INSTALLATION AIR    "" WATER 

Minnesota Air Force   Duluth INTL A'PT, 
Duluth 083,000 

Finland AFS, Finland  92,000 
State Total (275,000) 

Missouri Amy       Ft Leonard Mbod 360,000 

Air Force   Richards-Gebaur AFB, 
Kansas City l|.68,00O        — 

State Total (828,000) 

Nebraska Air Force   Offutt AFB, Omaha 86,000       — 
State Total ( 86,000) 

Nevada   Navy       Naval Ammo Depot, 
Hawthorne 519,000        — 

State Total (519,000) 

New Jersey Army      Fort Dix 129,000        — 
Picatinny Ars. —       190,000 

Navy       Naval Ammo Depot, 
Earle —       195,000 

State Total (129,000)     (385,000) 

New York Army       Seneca A.D. 503,000       — 
Watervliet Ars. 5lj4,000      137,000 

Air Force   Griffiss AFB, Rome 523,000      363,COu 
Hancock Fid, Syracuse lll4-,000 — 
Saratoga AFS, 
Saratoga Springs 60,000       — 

State Total           (1,7^,000) (500,000) 

North   Army       Fort Bragg       1,516,000 
Carolina Sunny Point Mlty 

Ocean Terminal 629,000       — 

Navy       Marine Corps Base 
Camp Lejeune kk6,Q00                   — 

Naval Air Rework 
Facility, 
Cherry Point -—       650,000 
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STittg OR COMPOWEIff 

Air Force 

1UNB OF 

rar" 
Pope AFB, 
Fayettcville 270,000 

Sejmour-Jciifuon AFB, 

(XÜT 

State 

toixh   Air Force 
Dakcta 

State 

Ohio    Air Force 

State 

Coldsboro 

Total 

Finley AFS, 
Grand forks 

Kinot AFB, Ninot 
Total 

Wright-Patterson 
AFB, Dayton 

Total 

OklahoM üavy 

Air Force 

State 

Xaval teao Depot, 
Mcfllesier 

Tinker AFB, 
Oklahona City 

Total 

395,000 
(3,256,000) 

75,000 
10«i,000 

(179,000) 

3,757,000 
(3,757.000) 

531,000 

Pennsylvania 
Army 

Navy 

Air Force 

State 

Lttterkenny A.D. 
new Cumberland 

A.D. 

Naval Shipyard, 
Philadelphia 

Benton AFS, 
Wilkes Barre 

Total 

971» ,000 
(1,505,000) 

1,008,000 

1,582,000 

67,000 
(2,657,000) 

Rhode Island 
Navy Navy Public Works 

Center,Newport      — 
Naval Air Sta, 
Quonset Point   3,181,000 

State Total (3,l8l,000) 

»ras— 

(650,000) 

1C9,000 
(109,000) 

237.000 
(237,000) 

75,000 

(75,000) 

1,203,000 

1,369,000 
(2,«> 72,000) 
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tSSPfEOtSStt       UfM OP OOST 
STATE      g« cgggggnr immsAgm AIB   "       WTKR 

South 
Csrolia«   Anqr               Ft Jackson 968 >O00            ltlO,<XX> 

Äir Force        Clnrlcstoa ÄPB, 
CliarlestcQ 2,$iO,000 

3t, Ctarlestcn AFS, 
Charleston —                136,000 

Shur AFB, Sorter 199.000 
Stete total                       (3.507,000) (5*6,000) 

Tsosssee   Jkmy                  Hoiston AAP i»,071»,0ü0       lO.Ull.OOO 
Milan MP 270,000 

State Total                        CU,3IA,000)    (lO,Ull,000) 

Texas        Army                 Ft Bliss —                208,000 
Red Riw AD —                598,000 
Ft San Houston —                156,COO 

»avy Ifaval Air Station, 
Corpus Christi 89,000 

Air Force Brooks AFB, San 
Antonio —                 108,000 

Kelly AFB, San 
Antonio —                 355,000 

State Total (89,000)      (1,1*25,000) 

Utah            Aitay                   Tooele A.D. 1,182,000 

Air Force         Hill AFB, Ogden 102,000 

Defense Supply 
Agency Defense Depot, 

Ogden 507,000 
State Total (1,791,000) 

Virginia   Army                   Fort Eustis 602,000             205,000 
Radford AAP k,38k,000       13,785,000 

Navy       Naval Weapons Lab, 
Dahlgre« 399,000 

Naval Shipyard, 
Norfolk 3,^0,000 
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mpMimms    JUKE OF COST 
?»K  OB ooNPcnm jnstaiMJtm AIR HATER 

Virginia Ifavy (cont'd) Naval CooMRi^ation 
(cont'd)           Station, Norfolk 

Navy Public Worka 
Ceater, Norfolk  1,481,000 
HaTal Weapons St, 
Torktonn        969.000 

13l»,000 

Air Force   Cape Charles AFS, 
Kiptopeke 53,000   

Defense Supply Defense General 
Agency      Supply Center, 

Rictacad        7&?,000 
State Total       (12,130,000 (1U,12J»,000) 

Washington Artqy      Fort Lewis IUU.OOO   

Navy       Naval Shipyard, 
Bremerton 

Naval Supply Cen, 
Puget Sound, 
Bremerton 

Naval Air P 
Whidbey .  . 

1,393,000 

2U4,000 

U35,ooo 

Air Force   Blaine AFS, Elaine  103,000 
McChord AFB, 

Tacoraa         312,000 
Othello AFS, Pasco   87,000 

State Total         (2,039,000) (679,000) 

Wisconsin Air Force   /.ntigo AFS, Antigo   71,000 
Osceola AFS, 

Osceola       72,000 
State Total          (1^3,000) 

— 

INSIDE THE UNITKÜ STATES TOTAL ARMY 
INSIDE THE UNITED STATES TOTAL NAVY 
INSIDE THE UNITED STATES TOTAL AIR FORCE 
INSIDE THE UNITED STATES TOTAL 

DEFENSE AGENCIES 

35,512,000 
15,2+71+,000 
15,220,000 

1,317,000 

32,791,000 
12,883,000 
7,820,000 

INSIDE THE UNITED STATES GRAND TOTAL 67,523,000 53,^,000 
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OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES 

DEPAfflMElVr     NAHE OF COST 
LOCATION  OB COMPONENT .INSTALLATION An HATER 

Canal Zon«r  Air Force  Howard AFB »■»«r 985,000 
State Total   (985,000) 

Gum    Navy       Naval ConKunica- 
tlon Sta. 2l»0,000   

Naval Supply Dep aw,ooo 21*8,000 
Navy Public 
Works Center .._ 6,181,000 

State Total (1*88,000) (6,1*29,000) 

Puerto Rico  Navy     Naval Station 
Roosevelt Roads — 508,000 
Naval Communica- 
tion St, San Juan   — 1*75,000 

OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES TOTAL NAVY U88,000 7,1*12,000 
OUTSIDE THE UNITED 3TÄTES TOTAL *.F. — 985,000 

OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES GRAND TOTAL 1*83,000 8,397,000 

WORLD WIDE GRAND TOTAL ARMY 35,512,000 32,791,000 
WORLD WIDE GRAND TOTAL NAVY 15,962,000 20,295,000 
WORLD WIDE GRADN TOTAL AIR FORCE 15,220,000 8,805,000 
WORLD WIDS GRAND T0T/1L DEFENSE AGENCIES 1,317,000 --- 

WORLD WIDE TOTALS    __ 68,011,000 61,891,000 
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[ 1973 raoposH) muTMBr cotsTHocnow raocaim 
l IBSIDB TOE UHITBD STATES 

DKPÄRmHrr      HMS OF COST  
STATE   OR COMPOüElir THStmMim ÄTO       WTER 

Alabam  Anqr       Aonistoa Anqr Depot 750,000 
Alabcaa AÄP     5*120,000 

State Total        (5,870,000) 

Alaska  Amy       Ft Uainwright   3,509,000 

Navy       Naval Station, 
Adak 508,000    i»,552,000 

Air Force    Barter Isl, UBtf 
Station —       690,000 

Campion AFS 212,000 
Cape Lisburne AFS 233,000 
Cape Nevenhaa AFS 136,000 
Cape Romanzoff AFS 155,000       — 
Eielson AFB 908,000 
Ft Yukon AFS 177,000 
Galena Airport 33^,000        — 
Indian Mt AFS 332,000 
King Salmon 

Airport 32U,000 
Kotzebue AFS 186,000 
Lonely DEW Sta      —        260.000 
Oliktok DEW Sta     —        281.000 
Pt Barrow DEW Sta   —-        165,000 
Pt Lay DEW Sta      —        238,000 
Sparrevohn AFS 323,000        — 
Tatalina AFS 176,000 
Tin City AFS 189,000 
Wainwright DEW Sta   ---        236,000 

State Total         (7,702,000)    (6,U22,000) 

California Navy      Naval Air Sta. 
North Island     59^,000     2,^90,000 
Naval Weapons Sta. 
Seal Beach      237,000 

Naval Air Sta. 
Alameda ---       1,1+33,000 

Marine Corps Supply 
Cen, Barstow       —       3,85U,000 

Marine Corps Base 
Cp Pendleton                38U,000 

Appendix C 
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DEPAinMElR' KANE OF 
IHSTALLATIOW 

COST 
STATE       OR COMPOaERT AIR WATER 

California  Havy naval Weapons Sta, 
(cont'd)  (Cont'd) China lake 

Ifaval Sta, Long 
... 588,000 

Beach — 1,459,000 
Pacific Missile Eg. 
Point Mugu — 1*06,000 

Navy Submarine Spt. 
Fac, San Diego — 612,000 

Naval Station, San 
Diego — 1,358,000 

Navy Public Works 
Cntr, San Diego _— 208,000 

Naval Shipyard, 
Hunters Doint — 9,132,000 

Naval Communication 
Sta, San Francisco -— 721,000 

Naval Shipyard, 
Mare Island — 3,225,000 

Air Force McClellan AFB, 
Sacramento ... 1,028-000 

State Total            (831,000) {26,898,000) 

District 
of Naval Photographic 

Columbia Navy Center — 616,000 
Naval Station _-_ 416,000 

State Total (1,032,000) 

Florida  Navy Naval St, Key Westl,648,000 
Fleet Trng Cntr, 

Mayport       909,000 
Naval Air Sta, 
Jacksonville      — 51,000 

Naval Fuel Depot, 
Jacksonville      —        1.52,000 

Naval Sta, Mayport   —-       2,890,000 
Naval Public Works 
Center, Pensacola   —       1,115,000 

Air Force Eglin AFB, 
Valparaiso 

MacDill AFB, Tampa 
Tyndall AFB, Panama 

City 

1,1+95,000 
85,000 

1,020,000 
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grate 

Florida 
(cont'd) 

ISEP^VRBIEBf    HAME OF 
OR COMPOJE» TTZmUATim 

COST 

State 

Hwaii 

Navy 

■ otal 

Ft Sbaftei 

MR 

(2,557,000) 

Illinois Aray 

Raval Station, 
Pearl Harbor 
Naval Supply 
Center, Pearl 
Harbor 

Marine Corps Air 
Sta, Kaneohe 
Bay 
Navy Public Works 
Cntr, Pearl 
Harbor 

State Total 

Joliet AAP 
Ft Sheridan 
Granite City 

1,706,000 

351,000 

Indiana 

Air Force 

Navy 

Air force 

State 

Scott AFB, 
Belleville 
Total 

(2,057,000) 

325,000 

173,000 
(U98,000) 

Iowa 

Kansas 

Kentucky 

Army 

Army 

Army 

Navy 

Naval Ammo Depot, 
Crane 

Grissom AFB, 
Bunker Hill 

State Total 

Iowa AAP 
State Total 

Kansas AAP 
State Total 

Lexington-Blue 
Grass AD 

Naval Ord Sta, 
Louisville 

U50,000 
(»150,000) 

230,000 

1+60,000 
f690,000) 

WATEB 

(6,808,000) 

1,500,000 

3,205,000 

353,000 

936,000 

970,000 
(6,96U,000) 

1,U28,000 
2,78'+,000 

(1+,212,000) 

5Ul,000 

85,000 
(626,000) 

223-000 
(223,000) 

291,000 
(291,000) 
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DEPARTMENT NAME OF COST 
STATE OR COMPONENT  INSTALLATION .AIR WATER 

Louisiana Amy Louisiana AAP 

State Total 

— 558,000 
(558,000) 

Maine Navy Naval Shipyard, 
Kittery 

Naval Security 
Op Activity, 
Winter Harbor 

2,217,000 1,500,000 

100,000 

Air Force Losing AFB, 
Limestone 

State Total 

575,000 
(2,792,u>0) (1,600,000) 

Maryland Army Aberdeen P.G. 
Ft Detrick 
Edgewood A. 
Ft Meade 

1,21.0,000 
845,000 

478,000 
56U,00O 

7,909,000 

Navy Naval Ord Sta, 
Indian Head 1,692,000   

Air Force Andrews AFB, 
Camp Springs 

State Total (3,7^7,000) 
285,000 

(9,236,000) 

Massachusetts 
Air Force 

Otis AFB, 
Falmouth 596,000 

(596,000) 

— 

Michigan Air Force Kincheloe AFB, 
Kinross 

State Total 

593,000 
(593,000) 

680,000 
(680,000) 

Missouri Army Lake City AAP 7^7,000 784,000 

Air Force Richards-Gebaur 
AFB, Kansas City    — 

State Total       "  (7^7,000) 
890,000 

(1,674,000) 

Nebraska Army Cornhusker AAP ** — 533,000 
(533,000) 
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COST 
STATE OR COMPOMKNT INSTALLATION All WATER 

Nevada Navy Naval Ammo Depot, 
Hawthorne 390,000   

Air Force    Nellis AFB, 
Los Vegas 

State Total (390,000) 
Ik3,000 
(1U3,000) 

New 
Jersey 

Army Fort Dix 
Fort Monmouth — 

117,000 
1,700,000 

Navy Naval Ammo Depot, 
Earle 

State Total 

Ul8,000 
(Ui8,ooo) (1,817,000) 

Mew 
Mexico Air Force    Holloman AFB, 

Alamogordo 

State Total 

— 675,000 
(675,000) 

New York Army 

State 

Watervliet A. 

Total 

— 579,000 
(579,000) 

North 
Carolina Navy 

State 

Marine Corps Air 
Sta, Cherry Ft. 

Total 

— 310,000 
(310,000) 

Ohio Army Ravenna AAP 358,000 — 

Air Force 

State 

Lockbourne AFB, 
Lockbourne 

Total 

965,000 
(1,323,000) 

— 

Oregon Air Force 

State 

Kingsley AFB, 
Klamath Falls 

Total 

263,000 
(263,000) 

-— 

Pennsylvania 
Army New Cumberland A.D.  — 182,000 

Navy Navai Shipyard, 
Philadelphia 

Navy Snip Pirts 
Control Cen, 
Mechanicsburg 

9Uo,ooo 

5,712,000 

2U7,000 

18U,000 
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DEPAMMEHT   NAI4E OF  COST 
STATE    OR COMPONEKT  IHSTALLATIOW AIR  WÄTJä  

Pennsylvania 
(cont'd) Navy (cont'd) Naval Ships Engi- 

neering Cen, 
Philadelphia 2,200,00 
Naval Scnool, 
Philadelphia 25lf,000 

State Total (9,106,000)     (613,000) 

Rhode 
Island  Navy        Fleet Trng Can, 

Newport 1,62^,000 
Navy Public Works 
Cen,Newport —       1,^30,000 

State Total (l,62U,000)   (1,430,000) 

South 
Carolina Navy       Fleet Trng Cen,. 

Charleston ],626,000 
Naval Wpns Sta, 
CharleRtcn —        ^27,000 

Air Force    Shaw AFB, Sumter —-       1,053,000 
State Total (1,626,000)    (l,U80,000) 

Tennessee Army       Holston AAP 7,000,000     2,2^7,000 
Volunteer AAP —        561,000 

State Total (7,000,000)    (2,808,000) 

Texas   Army        Red River A.D. 1,199,000       6l6,000 
Fort Wolters                 21+8,000 

Air Force    Bergstrom AFB, 
Austin —        25^,000 

State Total (1,999,000)   ( 1,118,000) 

Utah Air Force Hill AFB, Ogden 

State Total 

1+50,000 
(i+50,000) 

128,000 
(128,000) 

Virginia Army- Radford AAP 6,192,000 11 ,Uol+,000 

Navy Fleet Trng Cen, 
Norfolk 1,345,000 ___ 
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STATE 
DEPARTMENT    HAME OF 

OR COMPONENT INSTALLATION 
C(ßT 

Virginia  «avy (cont'd) Naval Shipyard, 
(cont'd) Norfolk 

Naval Station, 
Norfolk 

State Total 

Washington Army 

Navy 

Seattle Defense 
Area 

Naval Shipyard, 
Puget Sound, 
Bremerton 

Naval Air Sta, 
Whidbey Isl. 

State Total 

Various Locations 
(Zone of Interior) 

Army        Various 

Total 

AIR 

(7,537,000) 

3,U70,ooo 
(3,^70,000) 

WATER 

3,367,000 

2,850,000 
(17,701,000) 

56,000 

2,8Mt,000 

90,000 
(2,990,000) 

1,660,000 
(1,660,000) 

INSIDE THE UNITED STATES TOTAL ARMY 31,^05,000 36,502,000 
INSIDE THE UNITED STATES TOTAL NAVY 2^,831,000 55,016,000 
INSIDE THE UNITED STATES TOTAL A.F.       7,300,000     9,691,000 

INSIDE THE UNITED STATES GRAND TOTAL 63,536,000    101,209,000 



CUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES 

DEPARWEIIT    Ä*.ME OP COST 
SEME    OR CQMPggggT  IHSTWJATIOlf AIR ^TKR 

Guaa    Havy        Kavy Public Works 
Center — 1,200,000 

Air Force          Anfiersen AFB 171,000 U,537,000 
Total (171,000) (5,737,000) 

OOTSUffi THE UHIIBD STATES TOTAL HAVY — 1,200,000 
OOTSnÄ THE UlfITED STATES TOTAL A.F. 171,000 U,537,000 

OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES GRAMD TOTAL 171,000 5,737,000 

WORLD WIDE GRAND TOTAL ARMf 31,U05,000 36,502,000 
WORLD WIDE GRAND TOTAL NAVY 2U,G31,000 56,216,000 
WORLD WIDE GRAND TOTAL AIR FORCE 7,^71,000 lU,228,000 

WORLD WIDE TOTALS 63,707,000 106,9^,000 
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